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Early morning
accident leads to
student's death
o Radio student's license was revoked until2008
By Andrew Greiner
News Ednor

Carrie BeiJI8gnaiThe Chronicle

Oxana Boinarevitch (left) and Margo Wlodarczyk strut their stuff on the catwalk at Fashion
Columbia, the school's annual student-produced fashion show, April 28, at the 11 04 Center, 11 04
S. Wabash Ave.

Gary Sinise rocks for troops
0 Actor and Columbia instructor among lineup of The Lt. Dan Band
By Scott Cartson
NewsE<ilor

Most people are recognized by
veteran groups for their military
service. Actor Gary Sinise has
been awarded for playing his bass
guitar.
James Kimo Williams, executive director of the National
Vietnam Veterans Art Museum
and part-time faculty member in
Columbia's Arts, Entertainment
and
Media
Management

Department, was so impressed by
Sinise 's devotion to overseas
American troops, that he created
the Above and Beyond Patriot
Award. The award was presented
to Sinise April 29 in a ceremony
at the Chicago Hilton and Towers,
730 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley and
retired Army Gen. Tommy
Franks, who commanded the U.S.
led invasion of Iraq, were in
attendance.

Of course, Williams. isn't a
stranger to such devotion. Not
only has the Vietnam veteran,
performed for American troops,
Williams is also co-founder, manager, musical director and a guitarist of the Lt. Dan Band.
"One of the reasons this is so
important to me is that I used to
play for the troops, and I know
the impact it can have," Williams
said. "To watch Gary give up all
See Lt. Dan P age 6

A 37-year-old radio major
with a history of drunken driving charges was behind the
wheel with a revoked driver's
license when he struck two cars
head on, killing himself and
another person and injuring
three in an early morning accident April 26, according to
police and published reports .
Cleotho Woullard, a part-time
disc jockey on the college's
radio station, had his license
revoked after two charges of
driving under the influence of
alcohol, reported a number of
media outlets. His license was
suspended until 2008. Officials
would not confirm reports to
The Chronicle, citing confidentiality rules that protect driving
records.
There is no evidence that
alcohol played a part in the
accident on the city's South
Side. police said.
Woullard was traveling south
on Indiana Avenue at a high rate
of speed when he ran a red light
at 87th Street at 12:20 a.m. He
collided with two cars traveling
in oppos ite directions on 87th
Street. He hit a parked car
before his vehicle came to a
stop.
Also killed in the accident

was 48-year-old Joseph Wright,
of the 8500 Block of South
Carpenter Street. Three others
were injured in the accident.
Officials from the Cook
County Medical Examiner 's
Office told The Chronicle that
no autopsy was performed on
Woullard and that toxicology
reports will take up to six
weeks.
Woullard's death comes as a
shock to students who talked to
The Chronicle. His co-workers
knew him as the "Hump-day
DJ," because of his regular
Wednesday slot last year on the
campus radio station WCRXFM. Woullard worked part time
at WCRX-FM, and filled in
periodically this year.
Cheryl Morton-Langston, the
director of WCRX-FM, said
that Woullard was a "sweet"
student.
Tony Montes, a junior radio
major, said he was surprised to
hear about Woullard 's death.
"[It's] shocking because he
was really, really good on the
radio," Montes said. " It's a
shame that a talent like that
passed away."
Tony Kwiecinski. the radio
station· s manager, said he knew
Woullard, and his talent. well.
Kwiecinski said that Woullard
had a unique style and voice
See Radio Page 7

T-shirt, hold the mayo
0 Personalized vintage styleT-shirts 'made fresh daily' at Bucktown clothing 'deli'
By Jamie Murnane
A&EE<ftor

A deli that does not serve food is virtually unheard of, but in Chicago's
Bucktown neighborhood, such a place
exists. While there are plenty of bags
of Jays potato chips in the window and
a massive jar of pickles on the counter,
the only thing served at The T-Shirt
Deli is steaming hot vintage style Tshirts fresh off the presses; "made
fresh daily" is the store's motto.
Since Nine! Pompushko, 30, opened
the store at 1739 N. Damen Ave., in
November 2003, there 's still been
some confusion. In fact, when
Chronicle staffers showed up for a

,
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So why call the store a deli?
" It 's a metaphor for a way to buy Tshirts and get anything you want on a
T-shirt," Pompushko said. "People can
come in and write whatever they want
or put any decal on any shirt."
There are two heat presses behind
the counter at the deli that are used to
put the transfers on the shirts of the
customers' choosing. All the shins.
which range extensively in size, color
and style, are the product of the sweatshop-free American Apparel brand.
According to Pompushko, the deli
offers everything except maternit y
shirts as the shirt company doesn't Ni nel Pompushko mans the counter at he r store, The
T-Shirt Deli, at 1739 N. Damen Ave. The s hop boasts
make them.
T-shirts made to o rder, while you wait.
See T-Shlrt Deli Page 27
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photo shoot, a man walked in to ask if
the deli had a takeout menu. "This is
actually a clothing store," Pompushko
told the man. " But we do have chips."
The idea for The T-Shirt Deli came
to Pompushko, a Kansas City, Mo.,
native, wh ile she was working in
advertising as a copywriter.
The deli, which Pompushko said is
like a '70s T-shirt store, despite many
people's beliefs, is not a former delicattesan.
" I hear people say when they come
in here, 'Oh, it used to be a deli.' It was
never a deli. There's an 18-foot counter in here that took five guys to get in
here and was really hard to find, so I
actually wish it did used to be a deli."
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Off the Blotter
34136 City Beat

MONDAY
0
The Hokin Annex presents "Photo.Print.Media,"
an exhibition of student work from the studio that
fuses photography, printmaking and screenprinting.
For mere information, call (312) 344-7696.

TUBSDAY

0
The Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S.
Michigan Ave., presents two concerts.
From. 12:30 p.m. to I :30 p.m., classical guitarist
Norman Ruiz performs in the hall. From 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m., the Music Center presents a retrospective
concert of composer Gustavo Leone's music written
for the solo harp and for ensembles including the harp.
Both concerts are free. For more information, call
(312) 344-6179.

W8DNB8DAY
0
The Film and Video Department presents
"Motion Graphics Festival," a showcase of screenings
and demonstrations by film/video students and faculty
that digitally integrates software and composite layers
of images.
The festival is free and open to the public, and
begins at 6 p.m. in Room 302 of the 1104 Center, 1104
S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (312) 3446708 .

THURSDAY
0
The Museum of Contemporary Photography (in
conjuncti on with the celebration of the lOth anniversary of the Chicago-Hamburg Sister Cities program)
presents " Utopia's Backyard," an exhibit o f Germany's
leading contemporary artists. The wo rk o f Peter
Dombrowe, Beale Gutschow, Peter Piller and Jeanne
Faust with JOrn Zehe will be displayed.
The exhibit, which is free and open to the public,
will be at the museum on the first floor of the
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,
through July 2. For more information, call (312) 3447104.

FRIDAY
0
The Center for Book and Paper Arts welcomes
. studeniS and staff to the opening reception of
"Epilogue," ' the Master of Fine Arts in
Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts and Master of
Interdisciplinary Arts Thesis Exhibition.
The reception starts at 5:30 p.m. at the Center for
Book and Paper Arts in the second floor of the II 04
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For more information,
call (312) 344-6630.

In its April 26 edition article, "Students seeing
Red with web radio station," The Columbia Chronicle
erroneously called Red Bar Radio "the free speech
radio network" instead of "the real free speech radio
network."
The Chronicle regrets the error.
• t11J
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If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255 or
e-mail chronlcleOcolum.edu.

.

One choice for campus intoxication
t was a sad day when the bartender at the South Loop Club
stopped asking for my 10. He
knew I was 21 since I'm in there
more than the owner. I'm there
because I have no choice.
At any other drinking hole,
becomi ng a regular is a good sign,
like being in a Cheers episode. At
the SLC, becoming a regular
means your liver already looks like
a Doll)inick's bag full of smashed
grapes.
The popularity of the South
Loop Club--a smoky, rather
unwelcoming drinking hole a block
from Columbia's campus-typifies
a problem with Columbia's campus: It seems we're stuck with
what we' ve got.
.Nestled on the corner of Balbo
Drive and State Street, the South
Loop Club is one of the most
diverse bars in the city. On an
average night, it seems every
racial, economic and social group
and subgroup are making an
appearance--<irinking and laughing under a thick blanket of secondhand smoke.
Such diversity explains the bar's
rather erratic choice for musicfrom Steely Dan to Snoop Dog to
Travis Tritt.
Fto m the outside, the place looks
hke a massive adverlisement for
beer companies clad behind a rusty
fire escape. Televisions on every
wall broadcast ESPN. Nary a
newscast is in sight. With the halfdead plants lining its windowsills
and obscuring the view. it's always
a surprise who you'll find in the
South Loop Club on a Thursday
night.
The motif gi ves off a "neighborhood bar" vibe, although the South
Loop Club's management calls it
an "in town bar," whatever that

I

19 years ago in

Chronicle
Maybe it' s inflation.
Back in 1985, the theft of $200
from the college' s library- then
located in the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.-was
big enough to warrant a blurb on the
front page of the May 6 edition of
The Chronicle.
The burglars stole the bills from
the library's safe, which they
destroyed in the process, The
Chronicle reported.
According to then-Administrative
Dean Bert Ga ll- now a consultant
in the construction of the University
Center of Chicago-It was the second time burglars broke into the
store without nary an alarm .
Neither the burglars nor the cash
were ever found .
Thankfully, the college's bookstore of today- now In the South
Campus Building, 624 S. Mlchlaan
Ave. -has merchandise detectors at
Ita doon omlnoua to thwart any
would be buralan from makin& off
with $200 worth of textbook.

means.
The service is erratic at best. The
place can' t seem to keep a wait
staff more than a few weeks, OUt·
side·of the waiter who knows my
drink order by heart.
But I keep going back. Out of
habit. Because there's nothing else
close.
During my four years at
Columbia, I' ve never picked the
South Loop Club. I just somehow
find myself there, sucking on
Rolling Rocks and eating the least
greasy thing on the menu-turkey
and bacon wrap, warm, no tomatoes.
I never touch the popcorn.
Going to the South Loop Club is
a default mission. There's really no
other place close to campus, sans
Kitty O'Shea's in the Chicago
Hilton and Towers (the bar of
choice for Columbia faculty members) and Bar Louie in Dearborn
Station (the bar of choice for
Printers' Row yuppies). George's
Cocktail Lounge at 646 S. Wabash
Ave., is a little too scary for me.
For Columbia students walking
out of Senior Seminar, "Jet's go get
a drink," means, "let's go get a
drink at the South Loop Club." (I
choose to drink before Senior
Seminar, thank you very much.)
Such a Jack of offerings is one of
the problems with the city's quickly changing and mostly undefined
South Loop.
With thousands of hungry college students and instructors traipsing though our neighborhood every
day, it's hard to figure out why
more eateries, bars and movie theaters aren't popping up on every
corner.
It's not the college's fault-the
Univers ity Center of Chicago
proves that Columbia is looking to

AnnouneeJQeDts
Coyotes Baseball update
•
The Columbia Coyotes won
two of three games April 24 and 25.
On April 24, the team lost in nine
innings, 6-5, to the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
They
bounced back the next day to sweep
a doubleheader from UW-Madison,
8-3 and 5-0.
The team is e~pectlng a complete
roster for its league championship
tournament on May I and 2. The
Coyotes were tournament semifinalists last year, finishing third overall
in the double-elimination format.
T-sh lrts and kidneys
•
The Columbia College
Special Events Students present
"The Greut T-Shirt Exchange," a
benefit for the Chicago chapter of the
Polcycystic
Kidney
Disease
Foundation.
The public is welcome to stop by
the exchunge and donate old. clean
T-5hlrts in return for a PKD shirt for

ss.

The exchange stlll'(s at I0 a.m. on
May 4 In the Spirit of Music Oarden
at Michi&nn Avenue and Sixth Street,
near Balbo Drive. For more lnfonnatlon, cull (3 12) 944-6667.
·

tack on more amenities to our
growing campus. With space tight,
affordable amenities are scarce.
It seems city officials and developers are blind to Columbia's existence. We're already the biggest
landowners in the Squth Loop,
we're the self-purported largest
arts and communications school in
the country, our (mostly unaccounted for) alumni have gone on
to do wonderful things and we're
anxious to turn the South Loop's
old warehouses and empty lots into
Columbia's home.
So, why aren' t more businesses
flocking to the Near South Side?
They don't know we' re here.
Columbia's sprawling campus is
easy to miss. We have no overarching theme, no banners, nothing to
say, "We're here and we want your
business."
I guaraptee if Starbucks bought
the parking lot on the corner of
Wabash Avenue and Harrison
Street, they would recoup their initial loss within a year. They'd
make a killing. They don't know it,
though, because they don't know
we're here.
When you're in Rogers Park,
you know you' re in Loyola
University country. Meanwhile
millions of out-of-towners pass by
Loyola's Water Tower campus.
Those same tourists walk away
knowing the Loyola name.
The secret is, those same tourists
probably walk past Columbia's
Michigan Avenue buildings, too.
Only here, our buildings merge in
with all of the others. There's no
theme.
It must change.
By all accounts, Alicia Berg, the
college's new vice president of
campus environment will transform our Image. She started March
I after vacating her post as commissioner of the city's Planning
and Development DepJUtment, so
she knows a thing or two about
city code.
The "Superdorm" will help, too .
It will revitalize our neighborhood.
In the four years I've called
Columbia home, singular portions
of the city' s South Loop look dra·
matically different-parking
garages are dormitories, empty
fields are Target stores and I0story buildings are condominiums.
The area is friendly, there's
nightlife and people feel safe. I
commend whoever did it.
But all in all, the South Loop
looks, at a passing glance, the
same as it did in 2000. The Pacific
Garden Mission somehow
remains. Printers' Row residents
are sti ll looking for a dog park.
And it's sti ll unclear exactly
where Columbia's campus starts
tind ends.
It should be Interesting to sec
how they fix it.
In the end, we' re at a crossroads
in the history of Columbia and tho
South Loop. And while I may not
be able to sec it for myself, I
know I' II hear about It from afar.
Hopefully In the South Loop
Club.

-ccoalt sOchronlcltmal/.com
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Study: Fora
lengthy life,
write fiction
0 English faculty: writing lifestyle misunderstood
Bv Scott Carlson
News Edlor ·
Students
majoring
in
Co lumbi a's poetry program in
the English Department might
wa nt to switch to creative no nfiction ; f they want to enjoy a
longer lifespan, according to a
recently re1eased study.
Resea rc hed
by
James
Kaufman, an assistant professor of psychology at Califo rnia
University at
San
S tate
Bernardino, and pub lished
April 22 in a publication called
Journal of Death Studies. The
study- argues that writers who
produ ce poetry li ve s horter
Ii ves , as opposed to p laywrights, novelists and no nfiction writers.
According to the report,

rn a that poems, by the ir nature,
are difficult to understand.
"So many people, when they
are in grade sc hool, learn to
hate poetry," Trinidad said.
"They're given the impressio n
that it 's something difficult and
they can' t understand. A lot of
poetry is accessible, but people
-don't know that."
Along with th at stigma
comes a stereotype th at poets
o ften lead tumultuo usly emotive li ves, an image th at facult y
members sa id is no t true for
every type of artist.
·
" I think some artists get thei r
expressions · fro m difficult
times, but th at's just one ty pe
of arti st," said Garne tt KilbergCohen, E ng li sh Department
chai rwoman . " I think, for just
as many, it's a celebration , or it

{~ Average Death Rates
~~ Among Writers.

~..;;;;;
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Chatles Kushner!The Clvonlcle

Ted Allen, the food and wine expert Bravo's television show, 'Queer Eye For the Straight Guy,'
listens at a panel of food writers and chefs, April 30, in the Chicago Hilton and Towers, 720 S.
Michigan Ave. The panel, which Allen moderated; was part of 'Food Revue: A Conversation
about Food Writing and Criticism,' sponsored by Columbia's Journalism Department.

POETS

PLAYWRIGHTS

NOVEUSTS

NON-FIC TION

Ryan Duggan!The Clvonide

which s tudied the deaths of
1,987 writers through ma ny
centuries across the g lobe,
poets lived an average of 62
years, wh ile playwrig hts li ved
to be 63 and nove lists to 66.
No nfiction writers came o ut o n
top in th e survey, li ving an
average of 68 years.
A s tudy such as th is might be
disconcerting for Columbi a's
E ng lish Department, which
boasts the country' s o nly
undergraduate degree in poetry.
But so me membe rs of the
department sa id tnere is no reason for poetry s tudents to start
working o n their last will and
testaments just yet.
" It doesn't surprise me , I say
jokingly, but sui<;.ide used to be
more prevalent [i n poets] than
it is to day," sai d Dave
Trinidad, acting graduate coordinator of poetry in the Eng lish
Department. ·
"A friend mentio ned that she
had seen [an article . on the
study] in The New York
Times," sa id C hris Green, faculty membe r in the English
Department. " M y first r~s ponse
was that I wished The .New
York Times would review more
books of poetry."
Acco rding to th e faculty
membe rs_. poetry carries a stig-

comes from a differe nt area of
thei r psyche."
Trinid ad said that a misunderstanding of the poet's
lifesty le mi ght include writ ing
poetry as a solitary, inward
acti vity, pe rceived as a kind of
anti-soc ial
ac ti vity,
even
thoug h the maj o rity o f o ther
types .o f writers produce their
material in th e exact same fashion.
" I think poet s feel misunderstood and unread ," Tri nid ad
sa id . " It 's no t cons idered as
useful [as other kinds of writing] ."
Despite the study reaching
high levels of publicity, the
teachers said they don' t expect
student e nro llm ent in the
Poetry program to drop.
" I wo uld be very surprised if
it deterred anyone, because
most poets a nd writers and
arti sts are actually driven to do
thei r art, o r need to do it from a
greater impu lse," KilbergCohen said. "The y' re not just
trying to find suitable career
choices."
" If someone wants to write
poetry badly enough. I thin k
they'd be willing to risk losing
those few years," Trinidad
said .

Changes in terrain for 2004-05
lllinois MAP Grant distribution
0 Suspension of funds for sophomores with 75 credits among changes
MAP, said the changes are
designed to help students closer to
graduation.
In yet another round of changes
Histo-rically, the MAP Grant
to the beleaguered Illino is statute was to cover up to 10
Monetary Award Program,
semesters of school, she
have ~ said. But two years ago,
state
legislators
.
MAP fundin g was cut by
placed a cap on the number
of to tal credit hou_rs a stu$38 million, which uhident can have to stoll be e hmate ly cut fifth year
gible for the grant.
tuition funding, Rei mers
said.
Timothy Bauhs, executive director of Columbia's
The MAP Grant surStudent Financial Services, circu- vived, and nearly 25 percent of
lated a collegewide memo alerting Columbia students still receive
students, faculty and staff to the funding from the MAP Grant.
· MAP grant changes.
according
to
Office
of
The change is called MAP Paid Institutional
Planning
and
Credit Ho urs, or "MAP 135," and Research data.
will go into effect for the 2004Reimers said most schools
2005 school year.
require students to complete
Previously, students
were around 120 credit hours in order to
awarded money based o n enroll- graduate. With "Map 135," stumen! status. Full -time students dents will get flexibility of around
could receive funding for up to 15 15 credit hours, Reimers said.
credit hours per semester.
"What we wanted to prevent is
The new formula bases eligibil- som~nne who is close to graduaity for assistance o n total credit tion n~. receiv ing assistance for
hours earned, up to 135 credit their la;t few credit hours,"
hours.
Reimers said.
Lo ri A. Reimers. director of
The new credit hour based sysState Relations for the Illinois tern allows students to be eligible
Student Assistance Commission, for MAP funding over a lifetime,
the agency that administers the up to 135 credit hours.
Bv Andrew Greiner
News Editor

•m

Another stipulatio n of the new
MAP form ula is a 75 credit hour
intermediate cap on sophomore
funding. If a student completes 75
credit hours without attaining junio r status from the college, the student 's funding will be suspended
until they receive junior status.
The MAP Paid Credit Hours
program is the latest installment in
a host of MAP changes over the
past few years. Reimers said the
program changes every year, but
that this year's changes are the
most significant.
In the April 19 edition. The
Chro nicle reported a change in the
financia l need formula for the
MAP Grant, which lowered the
median income eligibility fo r fam ilies to around $50.000 from about
$76,000. This change was intended to lean away from judging
financial need agai nst individual
institution's tuition. It set an average tuition of $12,796 as its ba;is.
Reimers said that it is only pn vate institutions that will be affected by this average tuition change.
"Private colleges are the only
ones (in Illinois) who's tuition
goes over $12,796," Reimers said.
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 5. Michigan at 11th St.

A

Concert

H a I I

Eve n t

Concert

?~:z.~~
in the lobby every Monday at 12:30

MUSIC FOR THE HARP
TUESDAY, MAY 4
7 :30PM
a cetrospective concert of the
composer's work for solo harp
and ensemble including harp

PM

The following events qualify for Recital Attendance credit:
Mon. May3 ,

Brandon Dickert
Senior Percussion Recital

7 :00PM

Tues. May 4

. Norman Ruiz: Classical Guitar

12:30

Gustavo Leone: M':'sic for the Harp 7:30

PM
PM

Wed. MayS
FEATURING HARPISTS

Alison Attar and
Teresa Suen
PERFORMING
.rq Preludes
.rq Harp Concerto
.rq Musical Studies
.rq Red Quintet

Deleo & DeStefano:
Milan Guitar Duo

12:30

Michael Lim
Senior Instrumental Recital

PM

6:30PM

Thurs. May 6

Corrine Lysaught
Senior Vocal Recital

6 : 00PM

Fri. May 7

Lizette-Ayala Senior Violin Recital

7 : 00PM

All weekday events are free. For more Info: 312/344-6300
Music Center pianos provided by Ortlgara's Mus lcvllle, Inc.

Historic Printers' Row Neighbors Sixth Annual

Living History Photo Contest & Exhibit
June 4 through July 3, 2004
Chicago Community Bank, Dearborn Station, 47 West Polk
Submissions: E:.ch photognph must be
occompanitd by • complntd <ntry fonn, with nx:ry
k< m>d< pay•hl< to Historic Printm' Row N<ighbon.

H1sronc Pnmrrs' Rov.• Nr1ghbors im-itrs rntriu
to 1U st.xth annu..l!Jurird uhlhl t lon of photoguphy.
rmphu•zmg thr nr•ghborhood's landmarks, culturt,
and t\'olutton.

No mort th1n thrtr submissions ptr ptnon.

Prius for Student Entries: Grand Priu $500

Entry Fees: E:.ch entry must h< accompanitd by $10
for stud~nts, stnion. and HPRN mtmbns; $20 fot
.dult nonm<mbtrs. &tryjm '"""'
D•adlln•: PhotO> must be d<l""""· accompanitd by
an <ntry form .ond paym<nt. by 1:00pm on May
1S, 2004 to Choc>go Conununuy &nk. 47 W. Polk,
Chocag" Thr b,nk i• op<n 9-6 Mon-Fri; 9-1 S.t.

schobrshap; Fu·st Pnzr S ISO schobrsh•p: ~cond
Pnu $75 >chobnhop.

""""'t""""""'

Prizes for Adult and S•nlor Entries: Grand
Pnl<' $250; Ftnt Pr•zr S I SO; Stcond Pnzr $75.
Thr rxluhtt1on wall frOlhU't pnu· wmnmg photos ;md

Packing
ShiPPing
Faxes
Stamps & mailing
Copies onlv &cents

)t·lrctrJ works of

finah~ts.

Notification: \Vannrrs will ,tx announctd at the
uh•h•taon Opt'nmg EYcrpc:•on on Fnd.ly. Junt 4.
Ful.llisu w•ll bt notiht"d m adVilllet.

Subject of phQtographs: Photos •ho.uiJ ollwtrm
l1fe m t hC' nr•ghl>orhonds of Pnntrrs' Row anJ thr
.!-.outh Loop (Cong""u co 16th St., tht" Ch1cago Rivn
tu Lakr M.dugJn)

For mor•lnformatlon, plust contlct .-"tnt chai<
Roomi< J>rttt by phon< at 312-786-1132 or
· rjarett~hotmall.com.

Format: Photos shnul,f hr fimsht"d prmu.

nu I.H-gt·r ch"n 16 mcht's hy 20 mcht's, rr:\Jy for
111-'tlmg :tlhi funung. Do rtol jnArru )014' wori

...........•...•.....•.•...........••.•••......•..••••••••••
ENTRY F 0 R M Uu11 srrurwtjiWmJ~r t.u6mtry
In \lllmulllll)r.! chu plmcu co tht IIPRN Photo C ontt'SI, I :~gl'\"t
• 1Ill~ ''Itoto Is my otlglnol wotk, II copyrlghtrd, l om tht solt copyright owntr.
·I hovt rl1t right to submit this photo and hovt obralfltd ony ntttssory pmnlulons.

for students.
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Senior Seminar could
.move to junior year
0 Some students' internships are more important
Columbia, what they want to
Bernadette Blcek
maj or in and let them explore
StaffWnter
their answers during the rest of
While school officia ls are not their college career.
closer to deve loping a replaceBy switching Senior Seminar
ment for Senior Semi nar, stu- to a Junio r Year Colloquium, students who spoke with
dents are then able to reflect on
The Chronicle sa id they ..-...-- -·--:---, their first two years and
maybe
make
some
would li ke to see the
course either become
changes, he said.
more useful or be elimi"We have also fou nd
that senior year students,
nated all together.
The College Council
especially if they take
will meet to discuss
[Senior Seminar] in the
revisions to the general educa- spring semester, it's so late, stulion core requirements for the dents are frantically trying to
Liberal Arts and Sciences. A pro- find jobs, they are s hort on
posed revision to Senior time," Hayah si said. " If they
Sem inar. a course required for have a junior colloquium where
.all graduating seniors, is being they are able to really .focus on
postponed largely due, to a lack their interview skill s and
of funds, Dean of the School of resumes, when they are seniors
Liberal Arts and Sciences Cheryl they can utilize those ski lls."
Jo hnson-Odim, Ph.D., wrote in
Jessica Rzeszut, a sophomore
an e-mail interview with The advertising majoring, said she
Chronicle.
thinks the class could be very
A proposal for a "Junior Year beneficial to students if they
Colloquium" to replace Senior moved it to junior year.
Seminar was raised , but this pro"I think it could be a good
posal has been stalled in the cur- class if it hit5 the right points at
re nt revision of the Genera l - the right time," Rzeszut said. " It
Ed ucation Core Requirements, depends if it really gives us stuff
according to Johnson-Odim.
that we can use. I mean , it's a lot
" We are choosing to invest our of money to go here."
resources in the creation of a
Steven Kapelke, Columbia's
mandatory freshman year expe- provost and vice president of
rience first," wrote Johnson- Academic Affairs, said the proOdim.
posed revisio ns are not just
Bill Hayashi , director of focused on Senior Seminar. but
Senior Seminar, said he feels are a piece of the bigger academha vi ng students enroll in the ic puzzle being examined.
Although talks of the change
class their senior year is often
too late for students to obtain its are strictly in proposal form and
full benefit.
no one knows for sure what will
"The main feedback we have be determined from the meeting',
gotten is that students would some students said they hope
have liked to take this course Senior Seminar will either be
earlier in their studies," Hayashi changed or completely elimi na!said. " In some cases, students ed.
Maria Kishth enko, a )unior
discover what they are majoring
in ·isn't what they really love."
majoring in advertising, said she
According to Hayashi, the thinks it's too late to take a
course is supposed to assist stu- course like Senior Seminar durdent~ in finding ou t what thei r
ing seni or year:
"Senior Seminar is supposed
true passions are. while helping
them consider the values behind to prepare you for the real world,
what they are doing. The course but I think by the time you are a
is als6 s uppo~ed to help students senior you know ho w to write a
develop the1r interview sk ills resume, you've had a job,"
and resumes.
Ki shthenko sa id.
·
The majority of students T~e
" It's a course that helps students reflect on who they are and C hronicle spoke to said the class
what makes them feel most could be worthwhile if presented
a live," Hayashi sai d.
at the right time. Most said that
He ~a1d it makes more sense to their >cn io r year is foc used
inMcad begin with freshmen stu - around internships. finding a job
dent>. ask1ng themselves who and fina>hing up nccc>sary credthey arc, why they arc at it> to graduate.

No new 111tdatas on
talent show violence
A Wee k

after

Chica11o

P11lace Off1cert re8ponded w
a faght racur Colurni)iu ,
the New~ Affaara Otvi8HJn
,,f tile ( 'I" ~~~~~~ l'olicc
IJcpartmc nt \Ui!l thut " '' for·
rn~l rc pon h a~ been r1l cd
COIICC;rtlllll£ the lriCidc nt.
Marl( Y.elly, vice pre~tdcnt
11f Siud crat Arfatr8 111
CtJIUmb1a ~a uJ there 18 no
new wformtliHirl 111 1c 1111rt on

II ft~&lat tiM IJC~IH I C:d I!UI~odc

the
Wahu8 h
Cnrnpu s
fiu ild1n g, 623 S. Wabas h
Ave: , after the ".Bijjgc~ l
M<outh" Htudcnt talent show
opllpril 22.
Columb1u ~ccu llty <JII1 c lal ~
IIIIVC M l re turn ed pho ne c n ll.~
lrom The <.:hronic lc rcgurd·
illg ihc ir1cldcnt.

Gary Sinise (left) with his Ab<?ve and Beyond Patriot Award from ~a"!les Kimo Willi~ms (right) April
29 in a ceremony at the Chtcago Hilton and Towers, 720 S. Mtchtgan Ave. Williams, executtve
director of the Vietnam Veterans Art Museum and part-time AEMM faculty member, created the
award to honor Sinise's organization, Operation Iraqi Children, and the Lt...Dan Band, a music
group he and Williams founded to entertain American troops overseas.

Lt. Dan ~from Fronl Pag~
he is giving to help support the
troops is very, very personal as
well as respectful, from my perspective."
Sinise's rock star career is surprising mainly because the prerequisite for getting into the
actor's concerts is being stationed
in a military base or fighting the
war in Iraq. Named after Sinise's
legless Vietnam veteran in
Forrest Gump, the band-<:onsisting of Williams, Sinise and
nine other Chicago-area musicians-<lclivered classic rock and
contemporary radio hits to
American military troops during a
two-week
United
Service
Organizations to ur of Diego
Garcia (part of the British Indian
Ocean territory), Singapore and
Korea in February.
"Music has always been an
important part of my life," Sinise
told The Chronicle. '1'here was a
time when I could have chosen
acting or music, but acting was
the choice I made. Not only being
able to play music on stage, but
getting to serve the fo lks who are
serving our country is a real
kick."
"We try to do a variety of things
... but the most important thing is
that we arc able to provide to the
troops as much of u home feeling
us possible," Williams said. "We
do songs from the radio that the
troops can fee l connected buck to
what's going on at home."
S inise 's was not only given the
award because of his music.
Sinisc is also the bruins behind
Operution: lruqi C hildren. un
organi1.ution he uno Luurn
llillenbrand,
uuthor
of
Serubi.l't'llit :
Aro
Americttro
/,1'!/erotl, ~ct up to distribute sc hool
>11pplics to Iraqi schoulchild1 en.
" I' ve been to lrnq twice, nnd I
gul 10 sec the ~ ~ d~ trcntlng
llmcllcun troups like lihcruturs,''
SIIIISC Sllld . " We don't 11e1 Ito sec
crllllll:\h nf I hut kind of sluff."
W11llums und Slnlsc huve been
pinyin)! lllll hll' too ~o~c th cr sl nl'e
Si n1se ootllnduced himself tlnrlnl!
h i~ prootlucllon of "II Sllcctctlf
ut
the
Nnn1cd
DcHirc"

Steppenwolf Theater in · 1997,
where Williams was perfor:ming
music. After learning that Sinise
played bass guitar and had perform.ed with bands up until he
decided to focus on acting at age
22, Williams offered him the
chance to jam at his home recording studio.
"I was a bass piJlyer in junior
high, mainly because I wasn't as
good as the other guys in the
bands," Sinise said.
After an old-fashioned jam session with friends a few evenings
later, Williams said he was
impressed with Sinise's playing.
" He has a nice style, like the
bass players of the '70s,"
Williams said. " He's not trying to
be the fastest, quickest bass play-·
er, he just tries to keep a nice solid
beat. He does that better than any
bass player I've heard in a long
time."
The two found themselves getting together to jam for the next
few years every time Sinise came
into Chicago. Williams even
invited Sinise to play bass on a
song for his album Tracki11g,
which Sinise also financially pro·
duced.
But after the terrorist attacks of
9/1 1, Si nise confided in Williams
his anxiety about troop support in
America.
"He started to get very passionute about what was going on with
our society und how people didn't
seem to support our !country's!
cause," Williams said.
"With the current conflicts, I
knew I wanted to help," Sinise
said. " I never had to serve, but
these people nrc putting the ir
lives on the line for our country
every day."
I lis nnswcr: tour with the LISO.
After the beginning of the wur in
lruq, Wllliums said the USO
shows became more popular.
Slnisc has visited 27 huse~ slm·e
June 200:1 und hus pluycd with
Williams in u hund culled the Cl &
K 'lassie Ruck Ound.
While In ltul y fur u hundshn~ ·
In(! IUUI', Wlllhtms Slll!IICStt:d their
bnml piny tu)!ethcr fur the tn)()JlS

overseas. The USO took up their
offer and put them on their twoweek overseas tour under the Lt.
Dan Band name. But though
Chicagoans know Sinise, cofounder <if the city's Steppenwolf
Theatre, 1650 N. Halstead St., he
went unnoticed during the tour.
"Ev.e ry place we w~;nt, nobgdy1
knew who he was," Williams
said. 'They just lme-;.,; he was Lt.
Dan."
The band will perform a. concert May 16 at Joe's Bar, 940
Weed St., as a benefit for tl\e
National Vietnam Veteran's Art
Museum- a collection of works
by veterens at ISOI S . Indiana
Ave.
Sinise will also perform his
bass selections from Tracki11g
with William's IS-piece band,
Kimotion, two days later at
Martyrs' Pub, 3855 N. Lincoln
Ave. The Lt. Dan Band will per·
form again June 19 at Park West,
and then it's off for a tour of U.S.
military bases from June 20
through July 4.
Right now, the band is concentrating on its upcoming tour, as
we ll as the Joe's Bar and Park
West shows. According to
Meredith Cam:ira. the band's production coordinator and a graduate student concentrating on performing arts in Columbia's Arts
and
Entertainment
Media
Management Department. radio
spots and appearances on morn·
ing TV shows are being coordi·
nnted for the band. But Williams
suid he so:es the lifespun of the Lt.
Dun Band extending past the
summer tour. possibly even chipping nwny nt its repertoire of only
cov<:r songs.
" Everybody lin the band)
writes, so we're probnbly lllling to
hu ve everybody write some
musk,'' Willinms Stlid. "My ll\'ltll
is to relcnsc n D."
nut f\lr 'i nlso, the 0: pcl'ien~'ll
playing with thll hnnd is enntt~Jh
In satisfy him.
" We've aot some 11rent musi·
dn ns," Slnh'll snld. "1'hcscm~ till

'f·
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Award to honor
artistic leaders·
0 Berger Award celebrates enterpreneurial success
people can make a good li ving
at," Greene said.
The Berger is awarded in
Clarke Greene·, a faculty three categories: new initiative
me mber
in
the
Arts, award, for-profit award, non·
a nd
Media profit awards (one for organizaE ntertainment
Management Department, said tions with a budget of more than
he's sick of the starvi ng artist $ 1 million and one for organizastigma and the idea that artists tio ns with budgets less than $1
can't be successful.
million).
The
Paul
Berger Arts
Past awards have gone to John
. Award W. McCarter Jr., president and
E ntrepreneurship
Program could help dispel that CEO of the Field Museum;
myth by raising awareness Lynn Osmond, president of the
about artistic success stories, Chicago
Architecture
Greene said.
Foundation;
and
Barbara
The Berger Award was found· Gaines,
founder
of
the
ed at Columbia by artist Paul Shakespeare Repertory Theater.
Berger and current department
Last year a special award was
chairman J. Dennis Rich in 1996 presented posth umous ly to
in order to honor e ntrepreneur· William Russo for lifetime lead·
ial successes in the arts field. ership in the field of music .
The deadline to submi t no minaOsmond sa id the Berger
tions for the award was on April · Award is good for the arts .com15.
munity.
Berger is noted for his work in
" I think it's a terrific honor
di gital photography. His work because it recognizes people
was featured in the Museum of who think o utside of the bo x. It
Contemporary Photography in recognizes risk takers." Osmond
the Alexandroff Campus Cen ter, said. " It is important to recog·
600 S. Michigan Ave., March 12 nize people who are not afraid
through April 29, 2003.
to lead in this challenging busiThe Berger Award is in · its ness and be successful."
e ighth year at Columbia, and it
She said that past recipi ents of
continues to spread the message the award make good examples
that artists can succeed, Greene for students in artistic majors.
said. The award carries no mon"All of us started as starving
etary value. Reci pients are artists," she said. "We stayed in
given a piece of o riginal artwork the field because we had pas·
produced by Co lumbia's Center sion. It is important to have role
for Book and Paper Arts.
models in this industry and peo"Entreprene urship in the pub· ple to look up to who are suclie mind is very muc h tied to cessful in a difficult busine$s."
what I would call orthodox type
The award ceremony is slated
industries. People are not real- for June 10 at the Center . for
ly aware of the arts as a busi- Book and Paper Arts, in the
ness. This is a means of show· 1104 Center, at 1104 S. Wabash
ing the public that the arts are an Ave.
ind ustry and something that
By Andrew Greiner
News Edtor

Branding Columbia
0 New campaign in place aims to define school's identity
By Lance Williams
Staff Writer

Colurilbia is about to embark
on a new campaign intended to
give the school a more cohesive
identity.
The "Create.Change" campaign was the result of market
research that asked the question,
"What is Columbia College
Chicago?"
The research revealed that there
was "tremendous confusion"
among foc us groups-made up of
current staff, students, as well as
alumni- when it came to describ·
ing Columbia.
According to officials, the goal
of the "Create. Change" campaign
is to end that confusion. The new
"brand strategy" is meant to focus
not o nly on incoming undergrad,
graduate and transfer students,
but on o ther audiences as well,
including parents, alumni, foun·
dations and lucrative future
donors and art patrons.
"When someone says. 'I went
to Harvard,' that stands for some·
thing. People automatically
res pond, 'Ah, yes, Harvard,'"
said Mark Lloyd, assistant vice
president of communications and
marketing. "We want Columbia
to have the same positive associa·
tion."
"Create.Change," Lloyd said, is
meant to create a visual identity
and a common language that the
public can use to identify the
school. Lloyd said that the best
way to show the ·quality of the

school is to show the quality of its
output- the students and alumni.
So (ar, "Create.Change".posters
are hanging in various buildings
around campus and will be found
on the admissions pages of
Columbia's website. There also is
a mailing being sent to potential
students consisting of more than
25 postcards showing images of
students and student art. The cards
also include descriptions of vari·
o us aspects of the school, such as
its student galleries, radio station
and downtown location.
More projects are in the works,
which will include banners for
campus buildings, new letterhead
and busiQess cards, all of which
wi ll feature a new "tab" with an
orange half-moon design with the
"Create.Change" logo inside.
The new branding will also
include the college's website.
Emily Hathcoat, a senior mark~ti ng analyst at CNA Insurance,
said that the site is off to a good
start in attracting high school-age
students.
•
"I think that the · site should
spread some of that 'flash •
around," Hathcoat said, "It's cool
and it looks great, but it should be
used all over the site. It would be ·
a lot more practical."
Hathcoat also gave high marks
to the card mailings sent to potential students.
"They will definitely get the
attention of kids ·interested in art.
The imagery is something that
younger kids would respond tq,"
Hathcoat said.

Steven Kennedy, a senio r at
Rich East High School in south
suburban Park Forest, said that as
a student planning on going to
college, he is swamped with
.brochures and mailings from
schools around the Midwest.
Kennedy said that Columbia's
"Create.Change" postcard mail·
ings, however, stood out.
" It was different," Kennedy
said. " It wasn't just the same old
pictures of people smiling."
Kennedy said that the website's
virtual tour of the new University
Center of C hicago was also a high
poi nt. Both the mailings and website upgrades are key parts of the
"Create" campaign.
The changes beginning on the
website and ..in the mailings are
exact ly
what
Lloyd
said
"Create.Change" is all about.
"We plan on usi ng images of
facul ty, students and alumni,"
Lloyd said. "["Create.Change"] is
student centered, student focused.
and student first."
However, Lloyd also said that
the strategy is still in its fledgling
stages.
"It hasn't really started yet,"
Lloyd said. "We' ve been rolling it
out little by little."
According to Lloyd, students
should begin seeing more design
"tabs" around campus sometime
next fa ll.
"We haven' t done a good JOb
defining ourselves as an institu·
lion." Lloyd said. "This is impor·
tant stuff."
·

RadiO ContiJU<edfrom Front Page
deli very.
"He would have been perfect
for an overnight radio show,"
Kwiec inski said. "Cleo was
about ~s laid back as you can
get. "
K wie nciski said Woullard was
just 12 credits away from graduat ing from Columbia.
'"He definitely had a fu ture in
radio, probably for an R&B sta·
tio n," Kwienciski said. "It's a
sad loss f9r radio students and
WCRX ."

WCRX-FM ran a memorial
segment fo r Woollard during his
regu lar II a.m. to 3 p.m. shift on
April 28.
· The four hours were filled
with some of Wo ullard's favori te
funk and. soul songs, as well as
student and fac ulty comments on
Woullard's life and radio career.
Woullard is survived by his
mother and sister. T hey asked
not to be contacted by media
concerning the accident.
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N ·o t Ready To Go Digital?
Then Now Is A Great Time To Think About A Film Camera.
You Can Get Great Values On Film Cameras. Get More Features and Convenience at Low Cost.
There's Never Been a Better Time to Get A Great Film Camera!
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Manifest04

MUSIC & DANCE IN GRANT PARK
11 :00 AM-9:00 PM, Grant Park at Michigan & Harrison and in
Columbia College Sculpture Garden at Wabash & lith Street
Bebop to Hip Hop ... more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a total of 21 hours of music! This year's featured band is
Gyro Baptista &Beat the Donkey, a torrid, unstoppable ensemble of percussionists, samba dancers, Capoeira
performers, singers, and exotica lly costum ed players. Also on the lineup are Heiruspecs (Hip Hop), Copeland (lndie),
Columbia 's student bands, the high-energy student dance troupes Adrenaline, C.R.U.I. and more.

ARTWALK + SALE
11:00 AM-1 :00PM and 5:00- 7:00 PM, Begin at 600 S. Michigan Avenue
Join us for a self-guided tour of more than 12 galleries and studio. The ArtWalk &Sale
showcases fine art, photography, interdisciplinary book and paper arts, multimedia work,
and more! With free continuou.s.trolley service.

AND MUCH MORE!
Don't miss the live art happenings, human chess game, lively puppetry spectacle,
and other exhibitions, performances and installations around the Columbia
College campus in the South Loop arts corridor.

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

•

•
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Hokin Annex Gallery
623 5. Wabash Chicago, IL 60605
(3 12) 344-7696 www.colum.edu/spaces/

Gallery Hours:
Mon-Thurs 10-5, Fri 10-5
Sat. by appointment

Fifth Annual Photo.Print.Media Studio Exhibition

Luminous
April21- May 11,2005

.

Opening Reception: Friday, April23 I 5-7 pm
Hokin Annex Gallery, 6~3 S. Wabash, first floor

Curated by Jessica Douglas/Jennifer Friedrich

Open House: Thursday, May 6/ 5-7 pm
Photq.Print.Media Studio
623 S. Wabash I 9th floor
photoprintmedia@hotmail.com

We need you for Manifest 2004!
Manifest is Columbia College Chicago's Urban
Arts Festival on May 27, 2004

NOW RECRUITING
IN SEARCH OF: Art pieces that are s~e specifiC. to be perform~d in
nooks and crannies... in hallways, lobbies and the Grant Park Music
Festival site.
SOME LDCALES UiCLUOE: Lobbies of 623 S. Wabash and 1104 S.
Wabash, windows of the Conaway Center, outside in the Sculpture
Garden on tlth and S. Wabash Avenue, along the street or in the pari<.
REQUIREMENTS: These should be performative pi!l(:es with strong
visual elements! Short, durational, interactive, static? You eall the shots.

PROPOSAL D.EADLINE: 5PM FRIDAY, MAY 7, 2004
$$$BOUNTY$$: THERE IS A STIPEND TBA

•••••••••••
E·lnail a short proposal to hokincenler@colum edu, or drop one
off at the Hokin Center, no later than 5PM Friday, May 7, 2004.
PROPOSAL MUST INCLUDE
CONTACT/fAYMENT INFO.
Name, address, social security number, phone number &
e-mail address, major/year in school. Include the same
information for any collaborator(s).
PROPOSAL INFO:
Describe your idea: duration, visual asiJ1!cts and a general
description of the piece. Where do you want to do it?
Technical reQuirements? (These should be minimal).
PERFORMANCE/INSTALLATION DATE: Manifest
Thursday, May 21, 2004 BETWEEN 11AM-1PM ANofOR 5-7PM.
lf"your piece Is durationat. It can take place throuthout the day IIAM - lPM

If you have a concept that you nee<l help bringing to fruition, please get
in touch with Julie Caffey: 31V344-7696 or icalley@tolum.edu

TIPS FOR MAKING A
HOME A CASTLE

)
very guy who is sin, gle knows the rules
of early bachelor living-thou shalt have
at least one piece of
homemade furniture,
thou shalt use any
available floor space as overflow
closet, thou shalt mount an animal
head on the wall and thou shalt recycle pizza boxes as place mats.
But single guys also know-or
should know, anyway-that when
college or trade sch<1<JI ends and gainful employment begins, those same
rules go out the window, along with
the moose head and the pizza boxes.
But the odds these days are that
men will stay bachelors longer than
in the past, so it's imperative that they
live well now instead of waiting until
they are married or settled down,
experts said.
"The life cycle of the bachelor is
getting longer," 'said James Heidenry,
executive editor of the men's magazine Maxim. "Men are waiting to get
married now, especially on the
' coasts..:. It is a cultural phenomenon

E

that a lot of men are seeing friends
waiting, so they don't want to jump
the gun.
"Instead of a two-year courtShip,
now you'll
a four- or five-year
courtShip, and now that women are
waiting till they are 32 or 33 to have
children, it kind of gives the guys a
Get Out of Jail Free card," he said.
"So it is worth taking "'e extra time
to make sure you are living in the
right setting."
The keys to living right? Paying
attention to style, location, practicality, entertainment and comfort,
Heidenry said.
Milwaukee resident Chad Curran,
30, seems to have captured all five of
those elements in his sophisticated
and design-savvy bachelor pad.
'For Curran, tl'lanager of an automotive dealership, outfitting his
I ,900-square-foot condo in the old
Nelson Bros. Furniture building in
downtown Milwaukee was a labor of
love.
All the condos in the building are
loft style with hardwood floors,
exposed ductwork and o riginal

Are you that guy? The guy who breaks out the iron and
ironing board only when he waf!!s to make a gr-illed

Cream City brick. In
cheese sandwich and whose entertainment center conaddition to that ambisists of two cinder blocks and·a s.heet of plywood? If so,
ence, Curran's has a
take some advice from James Heidenry, executive editor
balcony overlooking
of Maxim magazine, which recently teamed up with
the Milwaukee River.
Bloomingdale's department stores to create the
"I decorated my
"Ultimate Bachelor Pad."
condo with a lot of
In the bedroom, a lways have clean ~beets. Women
different prints. Most
will say that a clean or dirty bedroom can be a deal
of them have a party
breaker.
or automotive theme
Make sure you have good electronics-=--a good TV
to them," he said. "I
and sound system. "That's for your own comfort and
have a pretty cool
enjoyment," he said. "If you don't have that in your own
martini print above
home, where else?"
my bar/wine rack that
S hop for furniture d esigned for young men. "When
seems to evoke a lot
we did our bachelor pad ... we had a chair with a cooler.
of conversation and
It also gave massages and had a tray table that came out
gets everyone in a
like on an airline," he said. " It 'd be a great purchase, but
good moo!!."
they can be a little e!tpensive, as much as $2,500."
Curran said a smart
Get rid or the old posters of Star Wars and Bo Derek
bachelor incorporates
in /0. Instead, travel. "If you buy things when you're
a personal touch in
abroad and bring the m home, that will show· people that ·
his art and decor. In
you're making an effort to add some culture to your life,"
his case, that includes
tie said. " And art from other countries can be great condozens of photoversation starters."
graphs of gatherings
with family and
"'T___.
friends and his game
The smart bachelor, Scotti said,
room.
will also make sure his wall color
"I'm big into the outdoors, so I matches his personality.
----~"!'"'-----------"!~""~ needed a place to put all my
"I think color is really important,"
hunting and fishing memorabil- he e~plained. "Go to a paint center
ia," he said, adding that the and discuss it with them, because
game room also holds a foosball sometimes colors look different in
table.
_
natural. light than they do in a store.
While he likes to have fun,
"Blues and greens are warm peaceCurran said part of growing up ful colors. If you're a dude with a bad
and adding style to his new temper, then stay away from colors
abode was losing the old stand- like yellow."
bys, including beer posters, . a
Curran urges aging bachelors to
coffee t®le made of cases of consider the purpose of their ho mes
Old Milwaukee beer and a desk when picking everything from color
made of cinder blocks and ·a to furniture.
door.
Curran got outside advice when
Bachelor Nick Scotti, produc- decorating and outfitting his place.
er.nnd host of the Style Network Look and space were more important
shbw "New York Nick," said to him than the latest gadget ...
that good equipment is n must. except, of course, for a good dishBut, he added, quality items in washer and washer/dryer set.
the wrong setting cun look just
" I have found that as I get older, the
us bad ns a home full of junk.
ability to have a good place to enter"You should have us little tuin is more importunt thun having
clutier us possible," Scotti said. the loudest stereo," he said. ·:My
"Stuy away from carpets for a condo is very open and can-and
number or reasons. You don't does-<:omfortubly entertuin 75 peohuvc to vacuum. Hardwood pie.
!lours ure more easily c lcuned,
"Don't be ufmid to ask for ndvice,"
und they look good. They udd 11 he said. "Bottom line: You 'pay the
musculine touch."
bills and huve to live In it."

see
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Study defines most
college students as
~political centrists'
0 Polls show Kerry up among college students
the Bush presidency rather
than a referendum on the
Kerry ticket," Della Volpe
WASHINGTON-College said.
Pollsters said that candidates
students are redefining politics
and straying from the estab- must reach out to the middle
lished
political
fact ions, rather than concentrate o n
according to a report released their ideo logical bases to
this month by Harvard attract the student vote.
University's
Institute
of
While 32 percent of students
Politics.
ca ll themselves Democrats,
Rather than identifying with and 24 percent said they are
conven tional Republican or Republicans, · the
biggest
Democratic ideologies, 52 per- group-41 percent-said they
cent of college students fall were unaffiliated.
For th at group, the po ll
into categories po llsters named
"The Religious Center" and judged their values as either
'The Secular Center."
religious or secular.
The poll also revea led that
"Young people tend to be
students' support for the presi- disaffected by the political
dent has declined, that they P.arties. They don't want to be
favor Sen. John F. Kerry (D- seen
as Republican or
Mass.) for president, that they Democratic," King said. "In
view the job market as ~------ some ways they are
weak and that they . ELECTI
repul sed
by
the
generally support gay
extremism of the parBy Jenn Stewart
Saipps Howard Foundation \\Ire

marriage.

2004

"Young people are
on the vanguard of a
new political ideology.
lt 's based around
rel igious values," said David
J:<ing, the institute's director.
"We find that most students
are centrists and are highl y
independent, rejecting traditiona! labels of liberal and conservative," he said .
·support for the president has
fa llen 14 points s.i nce last fa ll ,
and the 4 7 percent approval
rating from students is now in
line with the general population's view.
"! think that is directly tied
to the war in Iraq," said John
Della Volpe, partner in
Schneiders, Della Volpe,
Schulman, the national polling
firm that performed the poll.
"A year ago ... coll ege studen ts actua lly had a more
favorable view of the president
than the population in general."
The poll also revealed that
62 percent of college students
definitely plan io vote in the
November election. That is, at
least o~e milli.on voters , a
group of swing voters that
should attract the attentio n of
both candidales. ·
"You really can not discount
coll ege students in rhe election
thi s · year," said Cait lin
Monahan, a Harvard student
and a member of the survey
design and analysis team.
Whi le the poll showe<;I co llege students favor Kerry by ·
10 points, pollsters called it a
"soft lead" and said that students ,are acwally look ing for
an alternati ve to President
Bush.
"We believe it is, at this
stage, more of a referendum o n

ties."
Three-quarters of
the respondents said
reli gion was important to them , and o nethird said they are born-agai n
Christians.
More than half sa id they
would · vote for someone for
president who did not believe
in God. Nearly a quarter of the
s.tudents polled said they
would like to see rel igion play
a larger role in the government.
· Fifty-seven percent of college student s approved of
legalizing gay marriage, compared to 33 percent of the genera! public.
A third of co llege students
said defense, including the situation in Iraq. and the War o n
Terror, is their main concern in
response to an open-ended
question about national issues.
Social issues, the economy and
foreign po licy were next.
The poll also asked some nonpolitical questions . When
asked who they'd rather have
as a college roommate, Bush
or Kerry, the answer was a stati st ica l tie- 43 percen t for
Bush and 42 percent for Kerry.
And when asked which reality
TV show they'd like to appear
on, 38 percent said MTV 's
"The Real World," and 25 percent
said
NBC 's
"The
Apprentice."
The poll's sponsors said it is
the only o ne of its kind. They
have surveyed college students
every few months since th e
last presidential election. Just
over 1,200 college students
were selected fro m a national
database and inierviewed by
telephone in mid-March. T he
po ll has a marg in of error of
2.8 percent.

What do you think?
E-mail chronicle@ colum.edu

Nikki Kahn/KRT

Xavier Marquez, 16, of Horlick High Sch.ool in Racine, Wis., and Nelly Rodriguez, originally from
Mextco and a student at Wichita High School in Kansas, applaud during a United We Dream!
Commencement Ceremony, on the west lawn of the U.S. Capitol building in Washington, D.C.,
on Aprtl 20. Students from around the country lobbied on Capitol Hill for President George w.
Bush to pass the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act.

Immigrants hold mock graduation
.ceremony in support of DREAM bill
By Anastasia Ustinova

Kni!IJI RidQer Newspaper,;
WASHINGTON- Wearin g
graduation caps and gowns, more
than 80 students held a mock
graduation ceremo ny April 20
outside the U.S. Capitol to press
Congress to approve a bill that
would grant them legal immigrant
status.
More than 65,000 undocumented teenagers are expected to graduate from high school this spring.
Many of them were brought to the
Un ited States as young children
by their parents and have lived
here most of their lives.
Undocumented students face
the prospect of deportation and
can't legalize their immigration
status. Their . home states are
required to charge them the higher out-of-state tuition rates, making college unaffordable in many
cases..
"As a result, these children lose
an educational opportunity to
develop their talents and, in
return, our country loses the benefits of their potential contributions as educated professionals
and taxpayers," said Rep. Lucille
Roybal-Allard, (D-Calif.), the
chairwoman of the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus and one of the
co-sponsors of the bill.
The Development, -&elief and
Education for Alien Minors Act,
known as the DREAM bill,
would legalize students who
entered the United States before
they were 16 and have fi ve years
of residency in the United States.
The students must also have graduated from high school and be
enro lled in college or trade school
during a six-year conditional period. It also would allow states to
offer them in-state tuition.
The act is being debated during
a year that Hispanic voters are
expected to play an important ro le
in a £lose presidential election.
According to rece.nt polls, education and immigration are top concerns for the Hispanic population.

The bill received the bipartisan
support of the Senate Judiciary
Committee in October, but the
Senate's leadership is holding
back a vote, waiting for the White
House to signal its position.
"Our question to America is
how can anyone sleep if immigrant students can't dream?" said
Deepak Bhargava, the executive
director of the Center for
Community
Change,
a
Washington-based
nonprofit
· group that's committed to supporting low-income communities
and that organized the April 20
event.
Marcos Zapata, 23, who's from
San Diego, said he flew to
Washington to deliver 6,000 petitions from illegal students in
California to President Gecrge W.
Bush. Zapata said his parents
brought him to the United States

when he was I 0, and he never
questioned his legal status unti I he
applied to college and was denied
financial aid because he didn't
have a Social Security number.
"This act would help not just
me, but millions [of] students like
me, who need a driver's license,
who want to go to college. who
need a permit to work." Zapata
said.
student,
Marie
Another
Nazareth Gonzalez, 18. was -born
in Costa Rica and was raised in
Jefferson City, Mo. She said she
was a member of the National
Honor Soc iel)' and the school
track and tennis team, and volunteered in her church and community.
"What makes me angry is our
nation's immigration la,vs don't
take any of this into account," she
said.
·
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has united 17.to 24 year olds for fuU-tlmc
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and civic engagement.· _,
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CJt}t year Chicago ·

Receive weekly pay,

formallitera·cy tralnlns,
and professional
development while you

EARN MONEY'" ' . FOR COLLEG~E! ;jf'A

·Looking for a class? ·

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor
during counseling for Fall 2004 Early Registration

IILL 8EU..S IIEER

an SRt.E·- (While supplies last)

BELL'S OBERON
IS HERE!

Story Workshop® unci otht:r Fiction Writing D pnrtme!nt
cours<..:s will improve reading. writing, spenking.

,\~

'\'

Fiction Writing classes available in:
Short Stories
Novels
Creative Nonfiction
Script Forms

list<..: lling.v isuulizing. nnc.l creative pmblcn H~o l vi ng skills
use ful fur every col lege mujor und the job umrket.

.
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Student Government Association Online Elections! Vote for your favorite
Departmental and At-Large Senators to represent YOU at Columbia College.
Online elections begin May 3rd and continue until May 7th at Spm. Don't
get left out! You can vote from any computer! Please follow the
instructions located in the body of this e-mail:

1. To begin, please go to the web address:
HTIP://OASIS.colum.edu
You can vote when you register for classes for Fall 2004!

2. Enter your.OASIS ID and password,
3. Click on Student in the upper right hand corner of the page

4. Select CX Student Admin.
S. Select Student Government Election.
6. Set options to FA04 to vote for candidates for the Fall 2004 semester.

7. Follow all online directions and links given to you and vote for your favorite
. senators. YOU ARE ONLY ALLOWED TO VOTE ONCE FOR YOUR DEP,A.RTMENT
AND AT-LARGE SENATORS, so make it count! Please wait a coupl_e minutes for
pictures to download completely.

. 8 . Once you have finished, you will have no more positions to vote for.
Pl~ase. close the INTERNET WINDOW.

9. If you have nq department to vote for, there are no senators
running for that position.

10. All Write-In candidates should be submitted to Dominic
Cottone, Director of Student Leadership, 1104 S. Wabash Suite
1OOD, during the week of May3rd-May7th.

lt's·t"at easy, and you can do it from anywhere! .
You can also vote in the lobby of 623 S. Wabash
at the HUT K.ioskl And the Student
Government will give you FREE FOOD!
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The true cost of college
It 's not news that being a college student isn't always easy.
Demanding teachers, mounds
of homework, the anxiety of
meeting new people and the
challenge of figuring out what
you want to be when you grow
up is a sure-fire recipe for stress.
Expensive tuition, fee upon
fee and the often outrageous
prices of textbooks don't !Jelp
either.
Then
there's
housing .
Sometimes it seems finding
affordable housing on campus is
all but impossible-while still
having to pay a mortgage on it.
Just ask Steve Stanzak. The
20-year-old
New
York
University student confessed
that he had been living in the
school's library for more than
eight months after he was unable
to afford a decent place to li ve in
o ne of the world 's most expensive cities. After hearing his tale
of sleeping six hours a night in
the building's basement, doing
his homework at a nearby
McDonald's restaurant and living mostJy off of orange juice

and bagels, school officials
quickly found him a place to live
on campus free of charge-no
. doubt to head off too muc h public scrutiny of the school's
crushing $43,295-a-year cost.
For the rest of us still trying to
make ends meet, it's clear that
secondary education is becoming an increasingly difficult
c hoice for those who don't have
a stack of gold coihs in the bank,
and even for some who do. With
fewer jobs available to those
who don't have a post-secondary
degree, it is also becoming 'less
and less of an option for those
who have any hope of getting
ahead in this world.
It's a
damned-if-you-do,
·damned-if-you-don't proposition: Get the degree and rack up
considerable debt for the next
10,20 or 30 years of your life, or
skip sc hool completely and
maybe never make more than $8
an hour. In light of those· choices, perhaps a year or so among
the dusty library stacks with a
copy of Marcel Proust's works
for a pillow might not be sa bad.

COLUMBIXS VOICES

Stanzak, who said he was
Hanson review gets reader
forced into his choice after being
denied adequate financial aid, ·•Mmmbop' in,. mad
sti ll managed to make the dean 's
It was entertaining to see a
list and even found enough time
review of Hanson ;s latest album,
to maintain a website about his
Underneath, in this week's ediadventure, along with holding
tion ("Th'ey're
down multiple jobs. "Unlike the
'MmmBack,"
majority of students at NYU," he
April 26, 2004).
told The New York Times, "I
It had to take a
don't get an ounce of money
lot of courage to
from mommy or daddy and can't
~fford to li ve the lavish life here. . break away from
their label-not,
If it sounds like I'm bitter, it's
· as the author
because I am."
snidely put it,
· We feel your pain.
because "other 'major labels had
Bitter or not, Stanzak's ordeal
enough" of them-but because
can serve as an object lesson to
they wanted the creative freeus all. No matter how hard we
dom and were sick of the indushave it, there's always someone
try's stereotypes. It surprises me,
who's got it rougher, in the case
at a school as focused o n ttie arts
of Stanzak, someone who is facas Columbia is, that people can
ing bigger odds, a worse diet and
be so judgmental when it comes
a less comfortable .bed, or lack
thereof.
to breaking from the mainstream
to hone their craft their way. Get
No matter how hard it may
over yourself. Maybe your
sometimes seem to be·a college
student , in the end it's worth it.
Converse sneakers are tied too
tight.
Apparently some people are
willing to do anything to prove
-Ka_thleen Palm, Junior,
it.
Journalism

· Banned images honor Soldiers' homecoming
The truth hurts. We've all come
to accept this as a small pan of
life, but we still flinch when we're
confronted with it, no matter hciw
much it may sting, because it's
necessary. What's not necessary is
when someone suffers for telling
it.
OnApril21, Kuwaiti-based military contracior Tami Silicio
(alo ng with her husband and coworker, David Landry) was fi'red
from her job with Maytag Aircraft
over photographs of 20 coffins
draped with Old Glory containing
slain American soldiet"S that she
took earlier this month at Kuwait
International Airport. You've seen
them, the ones that get right at
your heart .
The photo, which was originally
published in The Seattle Times via
a friend of Silicio's, was eventually featured in nearly every major ·
newspaper in the country.
Silicio has quickly become a
bull's eye for the ongoing debate
that has been in place since a 1991
policy prohibiting photography of
deceased military personnel being
returned to the United States was

put in place. The Military
expressed "very specific concerns" over Silicio's actions, and
Pentagon spokeswoman Cynthia
Colin explained that, ."We've
made sure that all of the installations who are involved with the
transfer of remains were aware
that we do not allow any media
coverage of any o f the stops until
[the casket) reaches its final destinalion."
Silicio's 20 photos, ·along with
341 o thers, can be viewed at
www.thememoryhole.org.
Of the 361 photos of caskets
shown on the website, 73 are of
the deceased Ct>lumbia shuttle
astronauts. However, it still does
not account for the Pentagon's
anathema over the 288 remaining
photos, including Silicio's, regardless of "official" policy.
It's not because it gives aid or
comfort to the enemy, or distracts
from morale toward the war. It's
not even about disrespect,
although you can be sure that the
Pentagon will try to paint it that
way. This is about fear, pure and
simple: fear of losing control.

IRONY
IS NOT
HUMOR
YRYAN

Grad s tudents make the
grade as teachers

You can bandy all 'the figures
and statistics about American
Reading
Ms.
Balde's
casualties at the hands of insurChronicle article ("Union files a
gents and fragmented remains of · grievance over grad student
death cults that you want, bin one
teaching stint," April 5, 2004)
picture, as the saying goes, is
concerning recently filed union
worth 1,000 words. And there's
grievances prompted mixed feel28~ of them.
ings. I am greatly encouraged to
During Vietnam, it wasn't until
learn that P-Fac is earnestly conpeople saw footage on the nightly
cerned about the quality of
news of dead soldiers, mangled
teaching in Coluf11bia classand burned beyond recognition
rooms, wishing, as they put it, to
that we truly began to realize what
"avoid adversely affecting stuit was we had stepped in. It was
dents' experiences." That is certhe turning point of support
tainly a matter that should conagainst the war, a long tide that
cern us all.
crested all the way to Washington.
At the same time I was disapAnd the Bush administration
pointed to read that P-Fac was
doesn't warit that to happen again.
"concerned that graduate stuThe long caskets, the 6-by-2's
dents aren't as qualified as panlain out as far as the eye can see
time faculty members with expespeaks more of the lies and incomrience in teaching English classpetence at the behest of their hanes." It should be noted that the
dlers than any words ever could.
same faculty and Jldministration
Silicio has performed a grand
of the college is responsible, for
duty to this country; she has pulled
the quality of teaching in our
back the veil on this ugly pageant
classrooms and the regular evaland demanded an advanced curuation of that teaching, whether
tain call.
it is carried out by full-time facAnd for the sake of the 288, still
ulty, part-time faculty, graduate
from head to toe, we should listen.
students or others.
It should also be noted that
graduate students are carefully
supervised in their teaching. And
they are mentored.
Furthermore, a new class in
the Poetry Program is being
established to provide additional
training in teaching to their
graduate students. Were teaching
opportunities not avai lable to
graduate students, I am left to
wonder how any would ever
enter the teaching profession.
Mentoring and c lasses are
heiP.ful on their own, but the
c lassroom is where the teaching
arts are learned, where mentor_.
ing takes hold, and where supervision occurs. Part-time instructors, like all others, had to devel~
op their skills in college classrooms, and like all good teachers, are certainly still in the
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process of developing the mselves in the role.
I am confident --no "disservice
to the students, the faculty, and
the college as a whole" arises
from having poetry graduate studenis
teach
English
Composition I
classes, nor any
others to which
they may from
time to time be
assigned.
While it is
not the only criterion, it was
encouraging and in no way surprising to read that " ... undergraduate students seemed to
respond positively... " to the
poetry MFA students as teachers.
We expect to continue to have
graduate students teach undergraduates.
Properly handled, this practice
is to the good of the graduate
students, their undergraduate
charges, and ·the College itself.
-Keith
S.
Cleveland
Acting Dean of the -Graduate
School

P-fac Responds
We appreciate Acting Dean of
the Graduate School Keith S.
Cleveland's
well-intentioned
remarks in a letter to The
Chronicle dated April 22. 2004.
As Stee'ring Committee members of the pan-time teacher's
union, we share his commitment
to high quality education at all
levels.
·
'··
However, we feel he miss~d
the point of· our objections to
graduate students replacing
experienced, seasoned, degreed
writing professionals (who happen to be part-time teachers) in
English Composition c_lasses.
The majority of Composition
classes in the past· have been
taught by adjuncts. Many fulltime English teachers are more
interested in teaching literature
classes. • Part-timers, however,
often
prefer
teaching
Composition because many of
us are professional writers and
understand the specific writing
·
needs of o ur students.
We're not reflecting on the
idea of graduate students teaching. We're objecting to them
teaching English Composition.
Since they are poelry graduates-.
it makes rnore sense for them to
teach poetry and literature and
leave composition classes to
those who are · best prepared to
teach it: experienced part timers.
The poetry graduate students are
probably not planning careers
teaching nonfiction, a fact
noticeably absent from Dean
Cleveland's letter and the
English Department's plan.
Although we see a role for-graduate students, we do not thin~ it
should be at the expense of providing expert teachers for undergraduates.
Dean Cleveland is merely
looking at this issue from his
perspective as the advocate for

·

See Voleea Page 17
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Good riddance to bad 'friends'
Adam J. ferJngton

Commentary Editor

Burying a friend is the worst
thing you can do. But sometimes,
it's long overdue.
After 10 years of convoluted
plotlines, shabby characters and
raggedy writing, NBC is finally
turning over a few shovels of dirt
and putting "Friends" into the
ground. It's about time.
The American big media engine
has been on the decline over the
better part of the 20 years, and the
deterioration has reached an
immeasurable point of density.
Everything has become compacted. And though it may be difficult
to admit without a healthy degree
of trepidation, the media landscape has finally caught up with a
certain authenticity of the human
condition; one where no two people will see eye to eye on exactly
what comprises the 90 percent of
absolute and utterly unredeemable and Nazi strippers.
"Friends" was the epitome of
crap. So default dictates that we
this-a soap opera written by
play to the lowest common
dimwits for dimwits, rehashing
denominator-anything that
every tired plot device and charseems safe and warm, without
any shred of intelligence or enter- acter archetype since the stereophonic, dragging its heels in
prise is thrust onto the public like
American culture while people
a decaying corpse because
gushed over the actresses' hairmediocre people can't recognize
. dos, relationships and failed box
anything beyond mediocrity.
office vehicles. The worst part is,
Media has become increasingly
we may actually get to the point
fetis hized; you can find anything
when "Friends" becomes a nostalthat fits your particular taste if
gic gleam in our eye; the heyday
you look hard enough. But you
of scripted television before the
still have to look, and therein lies
airwaves became overrun with
the problem. Creative control at
reality television clones. In
major networks and studios has
between our channel surfing proalways been about the bottom
grams like "Syphilis Island,"
line-an ugly, small cabal of peo" Who Wants to Poison a
ple devoid of creativity who conMillionaire" and "Surgicallytrol the majority of entertainment;
Disfigure-Me-Because-Mybusiness school assholes who
Daddy-Didn't-Love-Me," we'll
think that Casablanca would' ve
long for the idiotic ramblings of a
benefited from robot dinosaurs

Voices

Novum because of it.
Hear me people: This
has become your religion.
And like all religions, it is
fallow, outdated and more,
damaging than beneficial.
Teleyision cannot offer you
benediction, it cannot make
you a better person, and it
cannot solve your interpersonal problefl'S for you.
The series finale will not
be a glorious Deus Ex
Machina that magically
transfigures the rest of your
life. Those things require
that you actually go out
and live your life. "But,"
you say, "there's nothing
wrong with wanting to be
entertained. Life is difficult
and I just want to relax."
That's all fine and good,
but only swine jump into a
Ryan Dugganlrhe Chronicle manure pile when they
need a bit of respite. You
group of creepy 30-somethings
can't root around in shit and then
who bed hop, whine incessantly
expect to be taken seriously.
and do nothing except languor on
It brings a smile to my lips
when I think of the long and usea couch in a trendy Manhattan
coffee shop. They're not suffering less future that lies ahead of these
soon to be washed up actors:
for their art, you are.
"Friends" wasn't bad because
Appearing at used car lots,
it was representative of all that's
cameos on "Hollywood Squares,"
swollen and damaged with conan E! movie of the week about
temporary adult relationships; it
drug addiction. Maybe even a
was bad because audiences end
poorly shot sex tape featuring
up laying their emotions down on
saggy dismounts and heroin being
the table when they watch it, cast- shot between manicured toes. The
ing their lot in with whichever
sky's the limit.
So get on with it. Tip a 40character appealed to their underdeveloped sense of self the most
ounce or write a poem or talk
in the hopes of redemption. Do
about how you wish Monica
you want to be a doofus? A slut?
would've strapped one on for
A former fat girl? "Friends" had it Chandler or whatever. But accept
all. And don't use the excuse that
it: It's over, and we're all a little
you're only a passive viewer who
richer for it.
likes to watch because of how bad
Now go do something construeit is. That's culture slumming, and tive, for Christ's sake.
you should be doused in Ortho-

ContinuedfromPage I6

grad uate students. He might say we're looking at it from the viewpoint of part· timers.
But students would surely agree that sincere,
committed writing professionals, not new
poets, might be the inost effective
Composition teachers.
·
The college m ission statement says:
"Columbia College focuses o n ri gorous student learning o utcomes, instructional excel-

Ience, service to students and an engaged,
diverse campus community."
We are pleased to learn of the plans to
mento r and trai n the graduate students, but
we hope this will be in poetry and literature
classes, and not in English Composition, a
requirement for graduation, and one where
there is no margin for error and no role for
the inexperienced. As o ur mission statement

says, o ur students need and deserve " the best
arts and media education in the world."
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Your Turn
Question: What do you think about the homeless hanging around Coulumbia?

John Roper
Assistant Faculty Adviser
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N

~

ll!iMi!l

"Where else are they going
to go ... They need handouts."

- Drew Hudson
Sopho~ore, Film

"They need to get out of here.
It makes me not want to come
down here."

"I'd be happy if I could go
one day witho ut being asked for
money."

"I think it's sad that we just
let them walk by."

-Shoun Devine
Freshman, Cultural Studies

- J ennifer Handel
Junior, Graphic Design

- Iris Brostowlcz
Sophomore, Photography
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UN IQUE SPE CIALTIE S IN CL UDE

FRUSH I
FRENCH TOAST KABOB
PANCAKE FLIGHT
ARTISTIC OMELETS
AND MANY OT HER DELICIOU S
SE LE CTIO NS TO ROCK YOUR WORLD

norTH SlOB:

oownrown:

3231 N. CLARK ST.

75 W. HARRISON

773.549.4400 • 8 AM -3PM

312.447 .1000 • 7 AM-3PM

NEAR INTERSECTION OF CLARK AND BELMONT.
FROM LAKESHORE DRIVE: EXIT AT BELMONT,
GO SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STREET.

BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE BELMONT STOP,
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET.

a BrUnCH ParTY In YOUr ffiOUTH

NEAR INTERSECTION OF HARRISON AND CLARK.
FROM MICHIGAN AVENUE: RIGHT ON
HARRISON, GO FOUR BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK.

BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE HARRISON STOP,
GO WE ST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET.

ano THe WHOte worto 1s com1no
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=t'-f 1o'M Vr
!ol L1MGI-I!
All week receive free lunch at the HUT
in exhange for your vote for SGA
senators!

Vote on May 3rd ... May 7th ! ! !

"Helping Unity Transpire"
Voting Hours:
9am ... 5pm

623 Wabash ... Lobby
Lunch Hours:
12:30 ... ???
The HUT Menu
~ Buffalo Wings and
Celery Sticks
Tuesday: Hawaiian Day - Variations of
Hawaiian Pizza
Wednesday: (Cinco de) Mexican Day ...

Monday: Wing It Day

Quesadlllas
Thursday: Submarine Day ... Subway
Sandwtchts
.
Friday: Good Fried Day .. Fried Chicken
and Salad

(The HUT Is always vegetarian friendly!)

*ARTS &[NT[RTA/Nffi[NT*
•

•

ndthe W1ener1s •••

By Matthew Jaster
A&E Editor
It all began during a recent trip
ro Los Angeles. A close friend
infonned me my life would be
incomplete without getting a bite to
eat at the most ce/ebrity-end!;>rsed
hot dog joint in Hollywood. They
call it Pink's, a chili dog stand on
La Brea Boulevard that features
the most outrageous diner delights ·
on the planet. But .can Hollywood
stand up against a Chicago style
hot dog? The Chronicle fought ·
indigestion to answer. that very
question.
Pink's Hot Dogs, 709 N. La
Brea Blvd., Los Angeles
(323) 931-4223
The Good: Pink's is not short of
a fan base. Whether it's the autograph pictures on the wall from
famous broadcast journalists,
actors, directors or Tom Arnold,
the stand has seen its fair share of
celebrities come and go. On any
given day of the week, the line outside is gigantic as patrons wait
impatie-ntly to get their
grease fix.
The Bad: Like
everything else
in Hollywood,
Pink's hot dogs
are all surface
and no subs tance.. They
dress up their
hot dogs with
gimmicks like
bacon, nacho cheese, barbecue sauce and guacamole. I
wasn't sure if I was eating a
hot dog or just having some
appetizers with William 'The
Refrigerator' Perry at some
dive bar near Soldier Field.
The Ugly: At nearly $5,
The Mulholland Drive was
a 10-inch stretch hot dog
topped with grilled onions,
mushrooms, nacho cheese
and bacon. After mild chest
pains and some sweating, I
turned my attention to the
french fries, a gob of greasy
.potatoes splattered with sea-

Charles Kushner/The Chronicle

Matthew Jaster risks heartburn and indigestion
to determine which hot dog is the best.
unnecessary details. Plus some
soned salt.
The Verdict: Not grocery stores carry Fluky's prodthe best hot dog in the ucts for customers' summertime
world, but those L.A. grilling pleasure.
The Bad: I noticed a Fluky 's
kids seem to know how
· location next to Nordstrom on
to have a good time.
Fluky's,
Michigan Avenue. True hot dog
Various Locations
connoisseurs might consider this
"selling
out." But what do I know?
(877) 876-3663
The Good: If you're I'm from Michigan and got funny
looking
for
some looks when I asked for ketchup on
Chicago hot dog histo: myhot.dog.
The Ugly: There's nothing bad.
ry, then Fluky's is the
place to be. What began to say about the place-great servin 1929 on Maxwell and ice, great . atmosphere and most
Halstead streets has turned importantly a great hot dog.
into a hot dog and polish
The Verdict: Tourist or not, I'll
sausage empire. This is be geti:ing another Fluky's ftx later
one of the best hot . this summer.
Superdawg Drive-In, 6363 N.
dogs in town-juicy,
delicious and not Milwaukee Ave.
bogged down with
(773) 763-0600

The Good: The anticipation is
amazing. You're hungry, you're
driving down Milwaukee Avenue
for what seems like a century, and
then it suddenly appears in all its
nostalgic glory. Superdawg offers
the best drive-in dining experience
the city has to offer. In Zagac the service. The counter help does2002/03 Chicago Restaurants, the n't have time to put up with your
Superda~g was called "the Rollsbeer buzz in the middle of the
Royce of hot dogs." Who can real- night- they've got work to do. If ·
ly argue with that?
you're not playing the part of a
The Bad: Anticipation isn't
good customer, it could be a very
always a good thing. In the time it . long njght for you.
took to reach the restaurant, I could
The Verdict: I don't remember
have stopped at 327 other dining the food I ate or the cab ride home
establishments. I· know because I that night, but I heard from my
counted every one!
friends that it was an extremely
The Ugly: The only gripe I had enjoyable experience.
with Superdawg was improper
Demon Dogs: 944 W. Fullerton
ingredient distribution. There was Ave. (773) 281-2001
really a lack of commitment on
The Good: Grease really never
part .of the staff to make sure the tasted this good. Demon Dogs is
mustard, relish, onions, tomatoes, quick. efficient and a great place to
dill pickle spears and hot chili pep- snag a hot dog and a bag of fries.
pers were distributed equally The chili dog is something to conacross my hot dog. Some ingredi- sider on your next visit. Overall,
ents had more attention than oth- it's got the makings of a truly deliers.
cious lunch or dinner right under
The Verdict:
the Red and Brown Lines.
Distribution aside, I don't think
The Bad: There's only so much
there's a better hot dog eating memorabilia and music from a
atmosphere in the world than this band like Chicago that I can take in
little stand on the outskirts of the one sitting.
city. Plus, you can't go wrong wjth
The Ugly: Rumor has it that the
a roof that features two dancing hot place is closing down, so get your
dog mascots.
Demon Dog ftx while you still
Weiner's Circle: 2622 N. have a chance.
Clark St. (773)477-7447
The Verdict: Good food, fast
The Good: There's not a better service and all the grease you
place in town to get some grease at could ever ask for in a dog.
two o'clock in the morning than
So at the end of this hot dog venWeiner's Circle. Bar patrons tend ture, it looks like Superdawg
. to fmd their way here late at night Drive-In is the reigrung champion.
to soak .up some of that alcohol. I The atmosphere, the ingredients
hear the hot dog is very good, and the milkshakes are enough to
although I don't really remember keep me coming back for years to
having one.
come. ·
The Bad: Fighting frat boys and
And the hot dog isn't all that bad
Cub fans in the middle of the rught either.
isn't my idea of a good time. The
Maybe next time The Chronicle
fact I arrived at the restaurant ·will let me tackle burger joints in
wearing a Detroit Red Wings jer- town, followed by a quick trip tQ
SJ!Y probably didn't help my Northwestern Memorial Hospital
chances of surviving the tough to get my stomach pumped. (I'm
Chicago crowd.
looking forward to it).
The Ugly: If you think the
crowd can get nasty, watch out for

Show mom you care, get inked this Mother's Day
By Lisa Balde
Managing Editor
Barnaby Williams loves his mom.
He loves her so much that several years
ago, he named his tattoo parlor" after her.
"You can't fuck with mom," said
.Williams, owner of Mom's Body Shop in
San Fraocisco.
But Williams' fascination with the "mom
tattoo" goes beyond his admiration for the
"older English lady" who supported him
through several levels of art schooL
The classic drawing of a cherry red heart
surrounding a tulip or a rose, branded with a
banner that simply reads "mom" or " mother"
is indeed a tattoo classic, according to
Williams, a tattoo artist for 12 years.
This seemingly timeless tattoo carries with
it few written records of its history, though;
despite wide documentation of the tattooing
process itself.
Williams is in the process of writing a
book about the history of the mom tattoo to
compensate for the lack of published knowledge on the tattoo. .
According to Williams' research, the ftrst
document of the image was drawn by
Charlie Wagner, a lattoo artist popular during
the early 20th century. Wagner, who solidified his mastery of the tattoo in the Bowery
District in New York, is credited with creating a version of the tattoo machine commonly used in tattoo parlors today.
But the real explosion of the mom tattoo
didn't occur until World War I, when sailors

and military soldiers wanted to carry with
them a small but permanent piece of home,
Williams said.
·
"A lot of men, especially when they're 18
or 19, they love their mom, but they're not
necessarily married or have a girlfriend,"
Williams said.
World War I signaled a tattooing rage beyond some
men's desire to put their
"mom" on the side .of their
arms. And as soldier.; started
seeking out tattoo artists, the
artists began to come to them.
Tattoo parlors popped up
around military and navy
bases across the country,
including in and around the
Chicago area, as a result of the
craze, Williams said.
The convenience of tattoo
parlors so close to military
bases could have helped
prompt the second renaissance
of the mom tattoo, which took
place during the post-depression, pre-World War II era, he
said
The mom tattoo fad has since faded, even
as the U.S. military fights the War on Terror
in Iraq. .
.
George "Fat Joe" Papas, pwner of Jade .
Dragon Tattoo, 5331 W. Belmont Ave., in
Chicago, said he couldn't remember the l~st
time someone asl!:ed for the classic mom tat-

too.
"It's not too common of a tattoo," he said,
"but if you see it, you associate it with tattoos."
Papas said that an image of the mom heart
is pictured in the window of his shop, but the
thing that kids want these days is the tribal

tattoo, jumbles of black lines that resemble
barbed wire and an occasional skull.
Papas said he's not surprised that the
"mom" fad has long faded.
"People are losing ... their touch with their
parents, I guess," he said. "People are losing
their morals; they're losing their identity."
Jade Dragon does list the mom tattoo in its

art catalog, but it's rarely chosen by customers, although variations of the tattoo's
heart and ribbon are picked rather frequently
to pay homage to a person's children or to a
girlfriend or boyfriend.
The same is true at Mom's Tattoo Studio
in New Hampshire.
Despite its name, George Angelo-Malloy,
owner of Mom's, likewise notes a lack of
interest in his shop's namesake ta11oo. That's
pot to say that there aren't a few requests.
"We do a lot of memorial tattoos, a few
every week," he said. "The fact that a tattoo
is so permanent, it gains a lot of respect."
Angelo-Malloy said he named his I 0year-old store with his wife and mom in
mind.
Reminiscent of the idea that drew war soldiers to tattoo parlors, he said the name represents the image that remains a classic in
tattoo culture.
Williams, who said his book about the
mom tattoo should be published in about a
year, said he isn't bothered by the lack of
interest in the tattoo that carries his store's
namesake.
"Not a very high percentage [get mom tattoos), maybe one in 100," he said. "But if
I 00 got tattoos and two got the same tattoo,
that's a huge percentage."
Williams said he generally gives deals to
people who choose the mom tattoo. This
Mother's Day, for example he's only charging $60 for the vintage style tattoo.
"I've got a great mom," Williams said.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST
TO A SPECIAL SCREENING
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· GETTING DUMPED..•
'

Stop by The Columbia Chronicle Office
623 S. Wabash, Room 205 • Chicago
TODAY, May 3rd, during regular office hours, and pick up a complimentary pass (admit two)
to attend a special screening of
.

~
AU.JJIE

on Tuesday, May 11th.
.
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Perhaps you vaguely-heard
this man 's views on
Republicans? Maybe you were
waiting to cross the street, but
instead were told that you needed to date a Matt Jaster"? Were
you the man standing outside of
White Hen Pantry, deciding what
sandwich to buy but then, terrified by a drunken vegetarian
who yelled profanities about
ham sandwiches, ran into the
store?
Dishjustin: Consuumppiion of
Yes, turning 21 is like entering
incohol mayks youu shhhpeeek · an entire ly new world. You can
liike thi~h an mayks yO)I luke
get as ripped, slammed, plasfaannie.
tered and hammered as you like,
So the night began innocently
speak as slurred as you like,
enough. A Jager shot, a Jell-0
vomit as much as you like on
shot, a couple of beers, a cement anything that has a pulse, grab
mixer, a lemon drop, a ... The
every butt you can reach (man
room began to grow warmer and
and/or woman), and make a
warmer as the minutes went by.
complete idiot out of yourself.
But, the tolerance level of our
But hey, my friend, it's your 2 1st
birthday boy, who we'll call
birthday.
"R," was high-at least at first.
Ah, drunkards. They're good
At around 12: 14 a.m. that
people too. And inside all of us
Saturday, the nine or 11 shots
there lies a little drunkard. We're
"R" had (he's still not sure how
the only country in the world
much he drank) brought chaos to where the drinking age is as high
the streets of the city. Numerous . as 21.
Chicagoans and Marshall Field's
Fellow Americans believe they
mannequins were verbally
are invincible with amazing
harassed, mentally abused,
Kung Fu and spiritua l powers
howled at, degraded, hit on, catonce Jack Daniels comes to play.
called, shown obscene gestures,
The night was drunken madbombarded by politically incorness . It was like, "Oh, look, it's
rect statements and .asked humil- Mr. Floor. Oh, excuse me , sir.
iating questions by a suspiciousThank you so much for catching
looking, finally of legal age,
me."
incredibly drunk, tattooed,
Yes, sometimes you just have
Caucasian man in glasses.
to grab onto the only thing stable
He was sitting "shotgun" with
and reliable enough to hold your
his head sticking out of the winweight that has doub led as a
dow of my black Jeep Liberty,
result of drinking, such ~s the
and 1, stupidly, made the execu:
lawn.
tive decision to open the window
You see, alcohol brings out a
all the way to allow for his First
fee ling of togetherness even
Amendmen t rights. to take fulL
when you are totally out of coneffect while cruising up State
trol. You can be the angry, bitter
Street toward the next destinadrunk, upset by the events haption.
pening in the world or you can
God Bless America.
be the overly talkative drunk or
Anyway, this bit of breaking
the let-me-show-everyone-everynews never quite made it to the
part-of-my-body-drunk.
·
news because, well, there
Regardless, it's all good. No
weren't any reporters around· at
matter what- you are right,
the time- no commentary edieveryone else is wrong, convertors, entertainment writers, copy
sations ~re one-sided, but they
editors, political cartoonists or
are deep and meaningful. Yes,
photographers at the scene when
it's afl about confidence.
the news broke out.
Now, now, let's not jump the
Actually, they were in the
gut1. This isn't an ad campaign
back of the car hoping we
to become an alcoholic. It 's
wouldn't get shot or arrested.
about the joys of laughing at
Perhaps you were one Of the
someone so trashed that they
innocent souls passing by the
can't stand up on their own and
church that heard in detail that
when you help them walk they
"Jesus is the savior."
fall flat on the ir face, or in the
Unfortunately, "R" forgot to
case of our friend " R," do a cartmention that Jesus is sianding at
wheel down the street and fall
you r heart 's door right now,
on their ass.
knocking. Hmmm, maybe he
All in all, turning 21 may lead
meant to but instead asked a 40to many good things, and many·
something-year-old woman in a
not-so-good th ings.
tiny red car ("Hey, Orlando!")
But one thing you must
for her digits and asked about
remember is that you must stop
t~e luggage rack attached to her
looking for where you left your
·
car.
· underwear- you will never find
it.

save the
trees, read
it online!

with Clay

Jol'·d an, ·o~ Paci~ic

The Chronicle: W hat's the most irritating thing a reporter can say to a musician?
Clay J ord an: I guess, the most irritating thing is when your music is grouped in with a certain genre, and for
us that happens to be with the shoe gazer music which originated in the early '90s. And so we get compared
. to a lot of those bands, which is flattering in a way, but there's nothing that musicians hate more than when
their music is categorized and lumped in with a bunch of other bands, and it limits your music. It's easy to
group it in a ":ay that makes people think they understand it without ever really having to listen to it.
C: How would you describe the band's sound?
CJ : I don't really like to use words .to describe music. I think music is the exact opposite of verbal communication and words. I think the best music is indescribable. So, I don't know how I would describe my music. I
think it speaks for itself, really.
C: i read that your music was originally recorded during the day but the sun had a negative effect on
your work, so you recorded it at night. Is that true?
CJ : Once the songs started to emerge, we realized that they were going to be really mellow and they just
seemed better suited for nighttime, for bedtime, or right before you're going to bed, when you're getting kind
of drowsy. And we're nighttime people, so it suited our temperament better off for the night. I mean, it can
almost be a concept album about nighttime or the semi-awake state, which we recorded wlien we were kinda
tired. It would almost be interesting to try to do the next record in complete daylight and see what the difference would be. I imagine it would come out more upbeat than the last one did.
C:You' ve been a band for the past six years, living a dream many people would kill for. Wha t's a typical day like for you'!
CJ: I think before I started doing music, I kinda had this idealized situation of what an artist does in their
typical day.... Ninety-nine percent of your day is either loading or unloading equipment or driving this 2-ton
van on the highway, hoping that you' re changing lanes with no one behind you. And, so it's pretty tedious,
kinda soul draining to be on the road for six weeks now. And in America now, everything looks the same,
every highway looks the same, a lot of the cities look the same. And then, typically at home, you know,
working on music, getting up in the morning, grinding our beans and making a cup of coffee and seeing if
we can write any songs. But it 's not more glamorous or exciting than I would imagine someone who sells
insurance or works in a restaurant's life would be.
C: Do you have a pre-concert ritual?
CJ : Our singer takes a shot before he goes on stage. But we don' t do a rain dance or anything. At first, we
had a lot of nervous habits in the beginning, but once you've played, like, your 30th show on the road, it's
like washing your hands. You just get used to it.
C: What docs the future hold for Pacific UV?
CJ : We're just going to have the next six months to write and try to get like 30 or 40 songs and choose the
I 0 best. Because, with the last album, we had eight songs and we released eight songs for the album. This
time we want to have a lot of material and put our best foot forward and trY to make something really, really
good, and releasing something that's more progressive and diverse than our de15ut album. I think it's going to
be a lot more of an electronic influence. This one is going to be pretty aggressive and to the point.

tJ~J)J~Il '1,111~
INI~I. tJI~N(~-1~
BY MA.'rfDEW .JA.S'fEU
And now .. . you 're official summer handbook for
2004. Who needs a city guide when you've got .
hours of free time?
·

·· Surf Lake Michigan: Impress the ladies with
your skills on the board as you risk life and lin1b to
score a ride on tl10se treacherous 3-foot waves.

• Read a book: Although Danielle Steele and
Michael Crihton are obvious choices, why not join
the religious trend currently sweeping the nation
and consume a book or two of the New ~estament?

• Join a cult: Short on friends? TI1ere 's no better
way to meet new people than to sacrifice a furry
animal in the name of your favorite demigod.

• Plastic surgery: Take a hint from "The Swan"
and do everything in your power to fix the nose,
the belly and the eyebrows that hinder your
chances at scoring a date on
·
www.matchrnaker.com.

WWW.COLUMBIACH RON IC LE.COM

UV

Atlanta 's Pacific UV's self-titled album is Southern hospitality at its fmest;
it's "mood music" that's languid and serene, combining the cello, electronic
gui"tar and piano-an album intended for the nocturnal and purposely
recorded in the dark, perfect for easy listening on lazy summer nights. The
Chronicle had a chance to chat with 28-year-old Clay Jordan, lead guitarist
for Pacific UV, who, while on a cross-country tour, admitted to being a big fan of Sam Cooke, OutKast,
Aphex Twin ("the closest thing to a Beethoven for the 2 1st century," Jordan said) and the Windy City.

• Netflix: A service that let's you sit even longer
on your a~s as you wait for the UPS guy to deliver
the three ~easons of ''24" you plan to watch in one
sitting.

C OLUMBIA#
CHRONICLE
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• Pienic in Grant Park: Take your significant other
out for a romantic picnic lunch with those three
guys who are always hanging around outside the
liquor store. They know you have 50 .cents so why
not just give it to them?

• Oprah: Write· a book and take it to Oprah. Just
the mere ment ion of your name will create enough
excitement and recognition to last two days unti l
she moves on to someone else.
• Date a soccer mom: There's nothing mo re
romantic and dangerous than spending the afternoon at Arby's \Vith a 36-year-old and her seven
kids.
• Stalk a celebrity: Sure they're only in Chicago
fi lming for a short period of time, but they really
do Jove you- they just don' t know it yet.

-mjaster@chrolliclemail.com
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rtiregor's chann almost
ves seduc6ve 'Young A~'

Chicago youth responds witi, photos
0

Exhibit at the Museum of Contemporary Photography focuses on students

By Marla Baynes

StaffWnter
Nearly 200 people viewed the
works of middle and high school
students at a reception for the
"Talkin· Back: Chicago Youth
Respond" exhibit at the Museum
of Contemporary Photography on
April23.
"They were proud. Their parents were proud," said Corinne
Rose, manager of education for the
museum.

Rose deemed the three-day
show a success. So much so that
she has begun carefully documenting the ~tudents' work for a compilation that will serve as the new
model for future youth exhibitions
at the museum.
"The things they were willing to
share were pretty intense.'' Rose
said.
" I like sharing what's inside,"
said Jessica Ochoa. a junior at
Curie Metropolitan High School.
The image of her lying in the fetal
position with her baCk to the viewer includes a cataloging of her
fears, among therT] her fear of not
being able to conceive.
For the second consecutive year,
Jesus Garcia, also a junior at Curie,
has contributed to the exhibit with
his triple exposed self-pomait "Do
You Know Yourself?''
"''ve gotten a lot of comments;
people are interested in why I
chose this photo and how I did it,"
said Garcia, who shared his technique and discussed his plans to
continue in photography.
Garcia said he was inspired
when he initially viewed the work
in the "Conversations: Text and
Image" exhibit. "It gives me
ideas," he said. "How did they take
that photo? What was going
through their minds'!'
Brainstorming for the exhibit
began a year ago as a collabOrative

Jesus Garcia, a junior at Curie Metropolitan High School on the
southwest side, created this self portrait titled 'Do you know
yourself?'
effort between Rose and Cynthia
Weiss, program manager for
Columbia's Office of Community
Arts Partnership with sponsorship
by After School Matters. Knowing
that the "Conversations" exhibit
was scheduled to run Feb. 26 to
April 23. Rose and Weiss foresaw
a host of opportunities to get
Chicago Public School students
involve<!.
Seven of the schools participating in the outreach program went
on to develop afterschool workshops where students can produce
their own works combining text
and image. The schools in the out-

reach program . include ACT
Charter School, Casimir Pulaski
Fine Arts Academy, Curie
Metropolitan
High
School,
Edward Jenner Academy for the
Arts, Juarez Community Academy,
Providence St. Mel School and
Theodore Herzl Elementary
School.
According· to Rose, the students
were excited to be a part of the
process. "Talkin' Back" will serve
not only as a compilation to inform
future youth exhibitions, but also
as collaboration between Rose and
Weiss to formalize a curriculum
for nationwide art programs.

sex and seduction take place on a
claustrophobic coal b11rge.
Swinton and McGregor are in
top form in Young Adam even if
the material seems boring and
·
irrelevant.
McGregor lets loose in a disturbing sex scene with an .exgirlfriend that gets rough · and
sloppy, -proving he can play the
bad guy just as well as any other
actor.
Swinton's character makes no
e.xcuses for her indiscretion as
well-she jus~ wants sex, the
dirtier the better. (And the two
characters have plenty of it,
hence the NC-17 rating).
But for all its grit and drama,
Young Adam doesn't quite capLure the impact of Joe's lifestyle
quite like the eriginal novel.
While the characters are
extremely intriguing, the·novel is
muc~ beuer at telling the story
than the film. Getting inside
Joe's head is much more interesting thaJ) just ~ing 'along for the
ride.
It's a shame the pacing of the
film didn't have the same forcefulness as the cinematography
and the lighting. The mood is set
very-early by the-confined space
of the coal barge and the washed
out look of the town.
McGregor carries the bulk of
the work on his own shoulders.
He dominates the screen and
brings out the bes! in the actors
that work around him.
. Still, it's not enough to prevent
a predictable ending and a ·series
of drawn out dramatic- events.
The effort is there, but the execution falls short.
rounding it.
. Whil.e . ~ou_ng Adam is a p~ty
Although this theme has been PICture, I! s ~usr not as emotionexplored a thOusand times ,. jllly convmcmg_as the-filmmaker
before. this is the: first time that wa~ts us to believe.
I

.
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Saint Xavier University offers many graduate options, which prepare students
for leadership positions in professional areas such as health care, education,
business or technology. Financial aid assists more than

35

percent of graduate

s rudents, while all graduare programs boast a 12: I student to faculty ratio.

SchoolofEducation

School of
Graham School of

Your community, your education. your fu tur .. .c loser than you think.
four more info rmation about Saint Xavier University's graduate programs, contact the Ofllce o f Graduate Admission.

•

Ph1(773) 298-3053

graduateadmilllon@axu.edu

www.s_xu .edu/gradusue

SAINT•XAVIER• UNIVERSITY
Chicago: 3700 Wen I03rd Street, C hic11go, IL 60655
OrlAnd P~rk: 18230 O rlAnd ParkwAy, Orland l"rk, IL 60467
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Damien Rice gives Riviera Theater
crowd something to talk about
By Jamie Murnane

A&E Editor
Damien Ri ce has been
called a musical genius and
the next (insert famous male
musician's name here). But
his music is unlike anyone
else's-truly
unique,
which is hard to come by
in these days of musical
monotony. So, it was no
surprise that the Emerald
Isle-born si nger/songwriter
extraordinaire
would sell out his WXRTFM show at Chicago's
Riviera Theater, 4746 N.
Racine Ave., on April 27.
What was surprising
though, was that while the
music on Rice's album 0
is calm and vulnerable,
his live performance was
anything but. While audience members who opted
for the seats in the balcony as opposed to the
main floor area were
expecting the music to be
lulling, instead; it was exhilarating. Rice's strong, emotionally driven vocals were
layered meticulously over
exuberant guitar playing and
·feverish drumming; soothing
cello playing was the cherry
atop the musical sundae.
While the incredible opening act, Irish rock band the
Frames, were very outgomg
and talkative, Rice was completely the opposite: the Dr.
Jekyl to the Frames' Mr.
Hyde. He was tight-lipped
throughout the night, which
was disappointing ·because
hearing stories and jokes
from musicians is part of
why people pay 25 bucks to
see them. To the crowd's dismay, Rice didn't say a word
outside a song except to tell
"those who are talking" to
"fuck off." To that, most of

the crowd burst into a roar of
approval, thankful that he
finally said what many of
them had been thinking.
One of Rice's more well
known songs, "Volcano" was
turned into a 10-minute jam
session full of improvisation,

formances, but the performers on stage should be used
to it. They should know what
they're getting themselves
into: Half the audience most
likely goes because a friend
suggested it. It's not wise to
insult a new audience, no
matter how annoying
they are. What's important is that they showed
up in the first place.
Toward the end of
the night, the blinding
stage lights were ai med
at the audience, until
they faded to . dark.
Then,slowlythey came
back on stage. ltlooked
bare, but then a deep
strumming
began.h
was Rice's cell ist,
Vyvienne Long-playing the White Stripes'
·'Seven Nation Army"
with the help of notable
supporting singer Lisa
0

~~:~g~~e c~o~~ !~~~
wild as Long hit every
looping and fake-out end- note and sang each line of the
ings; the audience must have infectious song. It was just
cheered for the "end" at least what everyone needed to
four times. While Rice sang lighten the mood again.
When Rice, along with his
into the bullet mic (which is
used for voice distortion), he bassist and the real drummer
sounded as though he' d just came back out, he went on to
picked up ari Ani DiFranco give it his all, switching from
CD and decided to break out acoustic to electric guitar and
some of her old tricks.
vice versa, never ceasing to
Eventually, people began break strings on either. And
talking again. Rice, who just just when it was over and no
finished· creating an unreal, one expected an encore after
eardrum rattling sound like his tantrums, there were two:
that of a UFO taking off, "Cannonball" and another
again felt the need to address ·hidden track on his album.
In the end, Damien Rice
the noisome crowd: 'This is
very annoying ... I've never proved that he's not going
done this before but·if you're away any time soon, no matgoing to continue · talking, . ter how loud and obnoxious
I'm just.not going to want to the. crowd is or how many
drunk
men
scream
play anymore."
Of course, it's annoying "Daaaaamieeeeen" over and
when people talk during per- over.

'Kids' DVD off the wall
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If the only connection you have is
through the Internet, we invite you
hi ·th this S da
to come wors P Wl us
un Y:
And connectwith som ething more
powerful than a computer.
Studtmts

Wel~ome!

Christ the ~
Lutheran Church, CLA
Jo .m us every 5unday a t l Oam for
Worship and Holy Communion

1532 S. MimipnATe.
{Parlring available at Old St. Mary's lot)
312-939-3720

We Got

It All!

~

But sometimes these characters aren't enough
Qy Scott Cadson
to charm American audiences. The troupe rouNews Edtor
tinely casts themselves in female roles, dressing
• / ; Now ';Serving: '
in drag, playing totally believable (though fairly
With a penchant for cross-dressing and unattractive) wome!l-ilot something most peo• No Meata F'lUita
sketches like "Doctor Seuss Bible" and "Head ple were quite ready to accept in their TV shows
• Groovy Gyros
Crusher," the Canadian sketch oomedy series in the mid-'80s. This, along with -many casual
'The Kids in tile Hall" never found its niche on • references to Thompson's homosexual lifestyle,
· Radical Reuben
American television. During its five-year run led to a number ofepisod!!S not making it across
• Biscuits & Gravy
from '89 to '94, the show received high ratings the border to the American side--and the few
on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. but never that made it through were bleeped and edited So
• Vegan German
matched that suocess in America as it bounced much the jokes became inooheren~
ChOcolate Cake
from NBC to HBO. finally landing a spot as· a
The DVD set's episodes are happily in tact,
rerun staple on Comedy Central.
- with swearing and gay jokes aplenty. The se(s
But, with Apri127 release of the Canadian fourth disc has a stellar amount of features,
show's first season, American.audiences finally includinJ: an insightful new 45-~inute docuhave the chance to discover the show from the mentary on the show's origins with Michaels
very beginning.
and "the Kids," along with early performances
The troupe--Dave Foley. Bruce McCulloch, of the Kids at the R.ivoli Theatre, one of their
Kevin McDonald, Mark McKirmey and Soou early haunts from the early '80s.
Thompson-performed in little-knOwn To~nt(.)
The package's only real disappointment is the n..::..;:_:;,;::::..~:..:-==::.::.:.=.::.:::::.:._...:::..:...:....;;:...;;.____
theaters in the mid-'80s before "Saturday Ntght lack
of the pilot episode. 'For whatever reason
Live" producer Lome Michaels, who evenrual- (the set doesn:t explain why), the pilot episode
ly produced their show, discovered them.
for "The KidS in the Hall" is missing in action.
Although most people try to explain "Kids in In its place, the set provides two sketch spethe Hall" by oomparing it to its half-brother, cial~ne that contains portions of the pilot and
"SNL," the only thing the two shared was a selection of "fan favorites'' from season one.
Michaels as _producer. The show's sense of To the casual fan, a oompilation is better than no
humor is a far cry from its American oounter- pilot at all, bu\ diehards already own both, most
part. Instead of topical oomedy and imperson- likely from ''The Best of the Kids in the Hall," a
ations, the show borrows the zany, ce~;ebral video released ip the mid- '90s.
oomedy sensibilities of "Monty Python." often
That blemish aside, the extras are everything
walking the thin line between gut-bustingl;y tans oould want. The season is stiff in places, as
funny and just plain weird. It is up to the audi- most first seasons tend to Qe, -with an occasionence to decide which side of that line 30 women al joke that just doesn't work. The Kids themin a field (all of them named Helen) agreeing selves bring a definiteamountofcharisma to the
thal ooleslaw deserves another chance in socie- screen in their sketches:-a feat often missing
ty falls on.
•
from any given cast of "SNL," and unrealized
For the people who '1ust don't get" that kind by many new oomedy shows bent on grossingof humor, there are plenty of reoccurring char- out the audience so they don't realize how bad
acters for them to grow to love, including Mr. the writing is.
Jywik. the man bent on crushing his enemies'
At the end of these first 20 epL'>C)des, even the
heads with his thumb and forefinger; Gavin, the most hardcore "SNL" fan will admit the Kids'
little boy who only eats onio!lS; and Buddy power ofodd oomedy. And 30 Helens will agree.
Cole, Thompson's limp-wristed liaison to gay with them, too.
life.
·

me

_____1

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

B UCK BEER

FREE POOL
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ADVERTISEMENT
What Really Happened at the Biggest Mouth?
Columbia Chronicle's misleading article puts damper on successful event
l11c Student Programming Board Co-Chairs: Lauren Swihart & Sharod Smith

Words, 1sr place winner pctforming

On April 22, 2004 the Student Programmi ng Board (SPB), in conjunction with C-Spaces, hosted the first Biggest Mouth Talent Contest in the Hokin Annex. The Biggest
Mouth event was based on the popular, on-going Big Mouth Open Mic series, hosted
·by C-Spaces. Its purpose was to showcase and reward some of the best performance
mtists at Columbia. The SPB, C-Spaces and the perfonners' hard work was cast as insignificant when the Columbia Chronicle printed an article written by Andrew Greiner
and Scott Carlson. Instead of focusing on one of the most successful apd diverse talent
exhibitions Columbia has held in years, the Chro.nicle chose to highlight an unfortunate
incident that occmTed after the Biggest Mouth had ended. The Student Programming
Board would like the Columbia College Chicago .community to know what really hap·
·
pened at the Biggest Mouth.
I

'".

Evmd Cas.~imy perhmning wit!1 his dancer.~.

The Biggest Mouth was a fantastic event. Over fifty perfo~ers auditioned, and SPB
.had the arduous la.sk of choosing o.nly sixteen performers.· The peJformers were a di - ·
verse reflection of Columbia's community; and this event had something for everyone.
The acts for the night included three spoken-word performances, one pop act, two hip
hop acts, three acoustic guitarists, four R&B singers, and three rock bands. At 5:45PM
a crowd began to form outside the Hokin Annex. When the doors opened the Hokin
was filled with a diverse, energetic, respectful audience. The crowd cheered and encouraged all sixteen talented performers.- The event went smoothly with no disturbances, transitioning from performer to performer with the help of emcee Sonny Daze .
.Although the scores were very close, there were .three clear winners. The thir~ place
wiru1er was Climaxx, a spoken word artist. She won $100 from SPB and two tickets to
the House of Blues from Across the Board. The second place winner was Alvin Lau, a
comedic spoken word artist. He. won $200 from SPB, $100 gift certificate from Guitar
Center, and $25 gift certificate to a music store from Sony. The first place winner was
Words, a unique group who joins spoken worq with jazzy yo.cal_s wit,h d~o<;e. Tpey
won $300 from SPB, $100 from C-Spaces, $25 gift certificate to H&M and $25 gift
· certificate to a music store from Sony. Throughout the night random people from the
audience received CD's, and posters courtesy of Universal and Sony Music. One lucky
young lady even went home with a free guitar courtesy of Universal Mu~ic.

Julia Klcc 's pcdonning an original song

The band By Request

The Chronicle presented many unsubstantiated incidents as if they actually took place
· the night of the Biggest Mouth. We feel that was irresponsible. Even though the official report from our security department has not been published, several student eyewitnesses stated there were no shots fired. That information was known before the article
was printed, yet The Chronicle staff still printed the headline "Gunshots Reported at
Columbia," choosing to sensationillize a rumor. The security guards inside the building
thought they heard gunshots, and as they are responsible for the safety of the students,
they reported this information to police. We understand such an incident is newswor_thy,
however, \ye feel the Chronicle did our campus community a disservice by reporting
the incident based on rumor and hearsay. We were especially disappointed that nowhere
in the issue was the Biggest Mouth event covered, e~en in passing.
Rather than interview-the individuals, who were responsible for the Biggest Mouth, the
authors of the article credited a random stude.nt for information about the fighting tendencies at the Big Mouth event series. As SPB members we have attended and been
behind the scenes at several of this year's Big Mouth events, we can attest to the fact
tha·t "such fights" are NOT "cqmmon during or after Big Mouth'! events.

Biggest Mouth's 3 judges and tlJe crowd

April 22, 2004 was a night full of increclible talent, great food and a fun crowd, a far
cry from the gang infested, gun bearing event the Chronicle made it out to be. The article used n)any writi ng techniques to refrain from breaking any journalistic standards.
However, the Chronicle's sensationalist motives are consistently disappointing, and fail:
to maintain the standards we feel an ·~award winning" publication should live up to.
We'd like to offer our thanks and encouragement to the C-Spaces staff for providing
our students with opportunities to express themselves in so many different ways. We'd
also '!ike to thank all the Biggest Mouth participants, sponsors and everyone who came
out to support this event. We look forward to next season's Big Mouth Series and also
to working with C-Spaces on the second annual Biggest Mouth!
Reach and Dl Syzygy

(Quotes taken from the Columbia Chronicle volume 37, Number 26)
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"You your
come
here your
choose
shirt,inchoose
design or you tell us what you
want your shirt to say and then
you choose what style of letters
you want." Pompushko said.
"And we do it right here. just
like making a sandwich."
Take that, Subway.
The shirts themselves start at
$15. and the transfers start at
$9, according to the menu. But,
it all depends on what style
shirt and which or how many
decals are used, Pompushko ..._......_"-=~=..;:::::a..~-..:::.:::::-:.:
Andrew J. SeotVThe Chronicle
said.
Aside from the clever deli American Apparel T-shirts-awaiting heat transfers-are
theme that ma"es the store kept cool in this 18-foot deli counter.
stand out among the sea of the
"Maybe it's an inside joke or maybe it's
now highly popular vintage clothing stores, The
T-Shtrt Dell has more personalization that something funny that happened to them or a
friend
of theirs. . .. Literally every shirt-!
attracts people.
.· "Wh~t's great about it is that it's not just buy- know it's a cliche-has a story," she said.
Such an incident occ urred recently,
mg a gtft for somebody, you're actually thinkmg about the person the whole time," Pompushko said. when a 14-year-old boy went
Pompushko said. "You're thinking 'Do they into the deli.
"He made 14 T-shirts for his friends for his
like that color?' 'Are they goi ng to wear it if the
letters are this way?' 'What funny thing hap- birthday party and he loves cheese," she said.
pened that I could put on a shirt?' 'What's a "So every kid got a shirt with 'Sam'-the little
boy who had the party-on the sleeve and the
really funny thing they say all the time?'"
The . most interesting aspect of running a front had a different name of cheese. One was
place llke The T-Shtrt Dell, Pompushko said, is Gouda, one was Muenster-it was hysterical."
Other memorable T-shirts include one in
the stories she hears.
which two sisters made a shirt that said "My
(0:-_:::;;iiruill~~~~~u;~•"; daughters give me heart attacks"
for their father who had actually
had two heart attacks in one of the
sisters' homes. " In a light-hearted
way, they had given him this shirt
for Christmas," Pompushko said.
Then, there was the shirt a
woman made that said "Men are
the new women" and one another
customer got one that said "Kiss
me. I'm Jewish," j ust in time for
St. Patrick's Day, Pompushko
said.
_
._.,,..,.'"" ...,

Pompushko said she is plan-

ning to open additional locations
in the future.
For store !tours and directions,
Andrew J. SeotVThe Chronicle
visit www. tsltindeli.com or call
Everything from tank-tops to short and long sleeve tees (773) 276-6266. And remember,
can be adorned with any words or photos customers
chips are extra.
·
choose at The T-Shirt Deli.

uthor's 'aim' is off
0 'Sassy' book full of bad advice for the wrong audience

[!]

ti ve glam posse" are a
small portion of the asinine addendum to the
jumbo-pack of junior
high mentality
that James has
packaged with

loser and lame through
and through. Bring me a
new hunk with brains
and with girth. Erase the
old one from the face of
the earth."
Littered with quizzes,
"Does he deserve a di va
like you?" "Are you really over yo.ur ex?'' this
guide to the single life is
nothing more than tidbits
from various women's
magazines regurgitated
into a new dumbeddown,
easy-to-digest
style.
I Used to Miss Him is
so full of cliches and trite
writing that readers
would be better off missing it altogether.

Filled
with
suited
advice
more for 13-yearolds than 30~ass.
year-olds, I Used
James offers
to Miss Him ...
up one of the
But My Aim is
LITEIWIJRE lamest suggeslmprovirtg
by
tions with a
Alison
James
"Sassy Spell"
clearly misses its mark. in her Grieve-a like a
Tagged as " Not Your Diva section. She writes,
Ordinary
. Breakup "it's amazing what a litSurvival Guide," James' tie magic can do for the
first fo ray into the self- diva who believes." But
help chick lit craze is just in case you .need
anything but ordinary.
some help, here 's the
With gems such as spell to solve a ll your ex
"tile smirk is not solely problems: "Abracadabra,
for a guy you find inter- Abracadoo. My ex is a
esting. Use it whenever r--,---------------~
you feel playful or want
something" and "deal
with the fact that you
have a better relationship
with your dildo than you
do with him," James'
book reads like an
excerpt from Seventeen
magazine.
In this 241-page book,
James ignores the cardinal rule of writing: know
your audience. Referring ·
to adult women as sassy,
spunky divas on almost
every page and inc luding
special ''Sassy Scoop"
sections is probably not
the best way to gamer
the 18 and over audience.
The 14-page glossary
educates readers on the
sassx lingo of a diva.
Phrases such, as "dynamic diva duo" and "fugi-

www.reckt ess.com

RECKLESS RECORDS
BU Y •

SELL

• TRAD E

.SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS &VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STOR
T
dlNI<tt«J ~

KATE WHORISKEY

$1 0 tickets available in advance
t o students with a valid ID!
Or d er by phone a.t 3 12.443.3800 or in person
a.t the box office a.t 170 North Dearborn.

GooCiman
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Columbia College Chicago Taps Into Guerilla Creativity

With Space Heaters!

.

Announcing the Space Heaters initiative! Space Heaters is designed for Columbia's students, faculty and staff to take underutilized areas and
transform them into "living art installations" that will be attractive, welcoming gathering places for the college's community and its visitors.

w

••1

· ~''....-r~
~,.

••

WHAT IS SPACE HEATERS
AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
Space Heaters is an innovative, ne~ art and campus beautification initiative
designed to give Columbia artists a chance to create a fresh look for the college by
using a little paint and a lot of creativity. It is a key part of implementi ng the Columbia
2010 plan by helping to create a student-centered campus and developing facilities in a way
that enhances campus life.
The college will contribute indoor wall space, paint and materials, and artists will conceive of the
project, suggest a location, and donate their talent and labor to create "living art installations" in
buildings across campus.

GETTING STARTED
1.
2.

Get an idea.

Pick up an application at the Office of Ca~pus Environment, Room 501 , 600 S. Michigan Ave. or
request one by calling Susan Babyk at 344-7211 .

3.

Complete and return the application form, budget worksheet, schedule, and renderings to the Office
of Campus Environment.

4.

Applicant advisors will be notified regarding the location and funding approval of the project.
Upon approval, implementation details will be finalized and a check request will be made for the
artistic advisor so that work may begin.

s. Simple as that.

May 3 , 2004

Your registration time slot for the Fall semester can be obtained by going to the Register tor
. Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX-Enrollment)..Follow the instructions to see "":hat your
registration time will be. Time slots are ba~ed on the number of cu mulative credit hours you have
earned. An e-mail with your Fall registration time slot, and other registration information, will also be sent.
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows:
Firstname.Lastriame
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login
You r e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU
change it). Remember, changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail
password, and vice versa. If you have problems logging into your e-mail account, please
cont act the Student OASIS Help Lin~ at 312-344-7788.
·
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·M~n.;·May 3 _- Wed., May ~2

W.

Continuing Students, degree-seeking, (who have not previously registered) Wed., Sept. 15 - Fri., Sept. 17

Late Registration, (all students including degree-seeking &students atlarge) Mon., Sept. 27 - Sat., Oct. 2

Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in July/ August.
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in registration. Check your OASIS course and
fee statement for your current balance. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office.at
312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance.

Meet with your faculty advisor for an advising clearance in advance
of the registration dates. Contact your major departme.nt for
specific information.
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vote

Online. at Oasis!
Anytime, Anywhere! from home, a <:omputcr lab, or even The Hun
You can also visit The HlJf (Helping Unity Thrive), in tht lobby of 623 S.
Wabash Ave., and vote at one of the many laptops! Look for the HUT right next
to tlte elevators!
Simply go to:
HTTP:/ / OASIS.colum.cdu
click on the student button
Vote for your favorite candidate using your Oasis ID and Password!
Wben you log in, simply click on VOTING in the left-hand column and
the rest is self explanatory!
Write-in Candidates should deliver their submissions to the
Director of Student Leadership Dominic Cottone, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave. Suite IOOD.
Results will be available Monday, May 10! Get
out and VOlE

4 2 4

We,O[fr.

Homemade l/2 Pound Burgers; Baked Submannes,
Turkey Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot
Dogs, Croissiants, Omelettes, Gyros, Chi li Cheese
Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza Pu ffs, Spinach Pie,
Chicken Nuggets and many more items.

P

A

R

K

1-!--Y--A--T---_J
CHICAGO
Apply online for an exciting luxury service hospitality career with
Park Hyatt Chicago.
For full-time and summer employ~ent opportunities
log on to parkhyattchicago.com
Equal Opporlunity/AtrirmativeAction Employer M/F/DN
We are a dntg free workplace.

Seniors, save today.
Before your student
discount goes awa·y.

!'*"

Quick. Use your Apple student discou'nt
or.1e more time before you graduate.
Save on everything you need for work
and play in the real world. And think
of it as a graduation g ift for the person
who deserves it most. You.
Shop at your campus store today.

Appl!! Store @ Columbia College Chicago
(312) 344-SMAC

http://www .col um.ed.u/ applestore/
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CLASSIFI.ED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Falling ice
6 Type of collar
10 Beer chorce
14 Martinez or

Guerrero
15 Fuss
16 Great flair
17 Longest French
river
18 Starts shOOtrng
20 Aardvark snack
21 Deep draft of
liquor
.
23 Star of "The
Rulrng Class"
24 Tryout
26 Four·time Indy
wtnner
28 Dahl or Golonka
30 Doles (out)
34 Daisies. e.g.
37 Drag behind
39 A Gershwin
40 TV controller
41 Tags
43 Junk marl,
mostly
44 Hrgh dudgeon
46 Outspoken
denunciat1ons
47 Available buyer
49 Stalky fodder
51 Author of "The
· Russia House"·
53 Squat down
57 Stevedore, at
times
60 Church section
62 Definite article
63 Kept back
65 Thai or Korean
67 Hot shots
68 Lean-to
69 Understood but
not stated
70 Carnivore's
choice
7 t On one's own
72 Headliners
DOWN
1 Wet impact
2 Sierra _
3 Makes a long
story short?
4 Misspeak
5 Boot tips
6 French stars

A career journey begins with a single step at
Chicago Job Resource
·
www.chicagojobresource.com
Medical Contracting Services, Inc, is accepting
resumes for our Summer Sales Internship_
Program. The internship pays $12/hour. Hours
are Mon-Thurs 8-4JJm. Applicants must have senior status and relia5le form of trans_Qortation. ·
Please email resumes to internshif@medicalcontracti~g.com Of call 800-388-558 ext 456 for
more mformatwn.
Get the "bleep" out of the cold!
Mexico/Carribean only $125 each way all taxes
included. Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book on-line www.airtech.com or (2 12) 2197000.

C 2004 Tribune Uedl• Servleu, lnc.

Allrighl•rneNed.

7
8
9
10
tt
t2

Cruise movie
Lofty poem
Forbidden acts
ln.advance
Musical medley
Perkins or
Sagan
13 What's bent in a
bow
t9 Goblets
22 Newsman
Cronkite
25 Source of poi
27 Butterfly snare
29 AARP members
31 Deadlocked
32 Perry's penner
33 Back talk
34 Greek letter grp.
35 Swan lady
36 Trans-Siberian
RR stop
38 Martini
garnishes
42 National poet
45 Continental
NASA partner
46 Sub weapon
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48 First-born
50 See the USA
52 Pungent salad
ingredient
54 City on the
Mohawk
55 Dept. head •

56
57
58
59
6t
64
66
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Superman's folks
Actor Neeson
As soon as
Length x width
Grub
Pi follower
Formed a lap

work?

Local office of National firm filling positions in Chicago.
Customer sales/service so must have good people skills.

$14 Base-Appointment Guaranteed Pay
Conditions Exist -Training Provided - Flexible Schedules
All Majors May Apply - Secure a Summer Position

Get more information or apply at
www.4colleL!ework.com/chi
/

All Areas! No Brokers!

1-877-FOR-RENT

or call ASAP!
(773) 866- 1608

r,rinters'••
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LUXURY APARTMENT HOMES

700 s. fe deral street, chicago
11

Because we care 11

Studios
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

from $865
from $1095
from $1695

Call about our specials now! 312.427.0200
printerssquareapts@wallc.com
waterton prop_erty management

city heat/.
a & e!
campu$/
commenfatyI

available online

through the
miracle of

WWW. COLUMBIACIIRON/ClE.COM

Undergroulld,
~Michigan

- Baserpent
on.- Tnurs. 8-6, Fn. 8-3

peppers, onion, corn, tomatoes, monterey jack & cheddar

w/ rice & black beans

Soup: Mon- Southwestern Chicken Vegetable
Tues- Cream of Chicken Rice
Wed - Gazpacho
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South Loop gets taste
of Southwest cooking

FBI~ suspect in

0 South City Tavern owners want to bring variety to

By J!lf Danna
. City Beat Editor

Bv Lvnne Pesavento
Staff Wnter

In a city known for its hot
dogs, deep-dish pizza and beer,
Chicago residents may crave a
change from all that g_rease.
The South City Tavern at 1530
S. State St., which opened on
April 20, has brought the
essence of Jhe Southwest to the
South Loop. Described by manager T.1m H eavey as a ..eross
between Texas barbecue and
southern soul," the South City
Tavern inc ludes both a bar and
restaurant area.
Heavey said he wanted the
South City Tavern to be located
in the South Loop because
there's nothing like it in the area
right now. The area is " up and
coming," he said.
Bonnie
Sanchez-Carlson,
president and executive direcior
of the Near South Planping
Board, said that the area is
becoming· more residential, and
with that there's always an
increase in retail.
South City Tavern is owned
and run by the RDG company.
RDG was established in 1990 by
Roger Greenfield and Ted
Kasemir.
a ·reenfield designs and is the
general contractor for every
RDG location, according to their
website. The company owns such
restaurants as Bar Louie, Nick

and Tony's and Red Star Tavern.
Heavey said RDG plans to
cater to customers who are residents in the area, such as college
students, as well as nearby hotel
patrops and people vis iting
McCormick Place for conventions and trade shows.

'up-and-comin~·

area

City Tavern also offers red
lemonade and root beer floats.
Appetizers include selections
such as chipotle,pulled pork quesadi llas, steamed mussels, low
country
crab
cakes
and
Louisia'na ho' cake.
The lunch and dinner menus
o ffer main courses such as
"[fhe South J,oop needs]
Jambalaya and potato-crusted,
more services that would
bible-belt tilapia. Customers
feeling especially Southern can
enu·ce vt' sitors into the area." try a fried-green-tomato salad, a
catfi'sh po' boy sandwich or a
-Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, bowl of chicken gumbo with a
•
·
sjde of macaroni and cheese or
h
President and executive
pecan sweet potato mas .
director of the Neat South
South City Tavern also offers
Planning B'oard
desserts such as chocolate-chip
bread pudding and key lime· pie,
Those who step into the South and customers who wish to stick
City Tavern will be surrounded around after their meals can
by a contemporary atmosphere watch a ballgame on one of the
of stone and
mahogany. three plasma TVs.
Burgundy leather adorns the
"It's really nice in there," said
seating at all the tables and Kelly Grahm, a local resident
booths, accompanied by intimate who is excited the South City
lighting.
.
Tavern has come to the South
An island bar is located in the Loop.
middle of the establishment
Sanchez-Carlson said the
·where customers can grab one of South City Tavern is a positive
South City Tavern's specialty . addition to the neighborhood.
drinks. The bar offers' a menu of
The South Loop needs "more
18 draft beers and 20 martinis, services that would entice visi. with names like Can Can, tors into the area ... to visit our
Espressotini and Bleu Bayou. fine museums ," she said.
There is also a wide selection of
The South City Tavem is open
wine available by the glass 0 ~ from .11 a.m. to 2 a.m. , Monday
bottle.
through Sunday. For more in/orFor nondrinkers, the South mation, call (312) 567-1400.

string of bank robberies
0 Man charged with robbing nine banks in
New York receives one more charge in Chicago
robberies of nine banks dating
to July 2003, and he remains a
suspect i n U\e robberies of five
After a 10-monlh natfonwide other Chicago banks that
manhunt, a suspected serial occurred between Dec. 29 and
bank robber was arrested April April 9, Rice said.
23 in Chicago and charged will\
According to the complaint
robbing the- MB FinanCial Bank filed against Wilson by FBI
at 1 S. Wacker Drive last year.
Special
Agent
Katherine
Gerald Wilson, 63, wu '131'\lsUelas, a man walked into
arrested by. members of the the'MB Financial Bank on Nov.
Chicago FBI's
·
12
around
·.V iolent Task
11:15
a.m.,
Force when he
handed
the
was , spotted
teller a noteboarding,
a
d e m and i n g
W is cons in·money
and
bound , Metra
said that he
train at the
was.armed.
0 k i I v i .e
Rice said the
Transportatl&n
method of rob-,
Center, '117 l'!l,
bery in the MB
Financial Bank
Canal Sf;;.
He
forrobbery
on
mally charged
Nov. 12 was
that day with
similar to lhose
robbing
lhe
used . in the
MB Financial
other robberies
Bank
in
Chicago Wilson
was
Nove m be r
charged . with:
2003.
•
They
all
FBI Special Agent Ross Rice • occurred around lunchtime and
told Th~ Chronicle lhat ~e task involyed the passing of a note
force had been con(tucttl}g sur- . to the· teller before the offerld'er
\leillance • at • " O gilvie "disappear[ed] into the noonTransportation Bank with . the time crowd."
.
Tbe.FBI is still investigating
suspicion lhat Wilson might be
passing through.
• the five other robberies in
In addition to, being ch~ged Chicago, Rice,said.
Wl~h t!)e, 1Pb.l>er)!uOf,,;~e . MB v" No'<trial -date 'for.Wjlsed"has
Fiilanciat , .Bank. Wi..ls{!p was been set.
charged in New Yor~ will\ the
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lndie music store
finds new home
0 Rent, space issues led to Craw's Nest's closing
By Alicia Oorr
Staff Writer

After 10 years in the Chicago
Mus ic Mart at I E. Jackson
Blvd., the Crow's Nest is gone,
but not forgotten. The downtown
location of the record store,
known for its knowledgeable
employees and specialized music
selections, closed on April 2.
Depaul University, which owns
the buildings, allowed the leases
of six Music Mart businesses to
expire in order to provide more
classrooms and a cafeteria for its
South Loop students. Robin
Florzak,
spokeswoman
for
DePaul, said this was done to
cater to the school 's growing student body, which she says is the
school's No. I priority.
For Brandon Wetherbee, program director for DePaul's
WRDP online radio station, the
Craw's Nest will be missed. He
said the store was the best place
to get new music.
"They would special order
anything for you, which is cheaper than going to another record
store and buying imports,"
Wetherbee said.
Wetherbee did not know that
Craw's Nest had bought out the

SchOOl

Rock Records location at 175 W.
Washington St. The move to the
new location offers longtime customers an alternative to the other
Crow's Nest location in Crest
Hill, ill.
According to the owner, Floyd
Crow, April was a transition
month for the store. The store
kept many of its employees but
the specialized music selections,
such as an extensive class ical
music supply, had to go due to
the lack of space.
" We had to be selective about
what inventory to put in the
smaller store," Crow said. He
added that he is looking into buying another space for the specialized music.
When the dust in the new store
settles, Rock Records is planning
a grand re-opening, which Crow
hopes will draw old customers.
The closing of the Craw's Nest
and Rock Records , whose owner
decided to retire, comes at a time
when record stores are already
few and far between, leaving
some customers like Wetherbee
wondering if this is a sign of
things to come. Greg Kot, rock
critic for the Chicago Tribune,
said he doubts new record stores
will replace the closed ones.

Theresa Scarbrough/The Chronicle

Crow's Nest has bought out Rock Records, 175 W. Washington St., leaving the former Crow's Nest
location in the Chicago Music Mart, 1 E. Jackson Blvd., vacant since early April. The now-empty
Music Mart will be filled with DePaul classrooms and a cafeteria.

"Sadly, I think [record stores]
are moving toward extinction
because they' re being underpriced by the big chain stores,
who use COs as loss leaders to
bring customers into their stores
to buy other products," said Kot.
Kot, who said much of his
record collection comes from
Rock Records and other nowdefunct shops, said record stores
would have to "diversify in order
to survive."
Acco rding to Florzak, the
Craw's Nest was looking to close
the State Street location around

the same time DePaul announced
its plans back in January.
Florzak said the store was experiencing economic difficulty at the
time.
''There were some issues with
back rent that [the owner] owed,
which have since been negotiated.
He decided to close the store, we
didn't shut it down," Florzak said.
"We all fulfilled our obligations," Crow said.
As for the rent accusations,
Crow said, ''That's a difference
of opinion."
Wetherbee said he would miss

the South Loop location, which
he said was the only real record
store for anyone in the area. He
is not s,ure whether he will go to
Rock ,Records.
" It's out of the way, and it's too
small," Wetherbee said.
As for other Craw's Nest customers curious about the new
version of the store, they can see
for themselves near the corner of
Washington and We lls streets.
Rock Records is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to
6:30 p.m., and Saturday from / 0
a.m. to 4 p.m.
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tling, and air is rushing around like
the window's open," James said.
All of Byrd Academy's minor
problems add up and create a poor
learni ng environment, James said.
"Little things, like soap in the
bathrooms, would be nice,"
Schultz said.
Some teachers are forced to
carry their own supply of soap,
giving each student a small portion
before heading to the bathroom.
Gwenn Waldman-Shenk, an art

Byrd Academy Principal
Joseph Gartner

therapist at Byrd, said she has
noticed cockroaches in the bathrooms.
But she is not only concerned
about the school 's fa~ade; she is
also concerned about its programs.
Waldman-Shenk said she works
without pay from the Huard of
Education, and she's worried that
her services are in jeopardy. She
believes the students need to
develop in other ways besides academically.
" We've gotten a lot of attention
but no action," Waldman-Shenk
said. ''These kids are all being left
behind. They have to deal emotionally and psychologically."
With Project Citizen, Schultz
said he is hoping to cover a multitude of the students' needs. His
emphasis on interest-based learning allows his students to incorporate their academics with their passions, meaning Project Citizen has
become a regular part of the curriculum.
For example, the surveying and
data analysis the students performed assisted them with their
math skills. and Schultz was
impressed by how they handled

the tasks.
"I never had taught them anything about data analysis at the
time," Schultz said.
To gain experience in writing,
the students wrote expository
pieces about their school's conditions and converted them to persuasive pieces that were mailed to
government and organization officials. Both of these writing styles,
Shultz said, are normally taught to
fifth -graders.
Although Schultz is the students' teacher, he said Project
Citizen is entirely in the hands of
the students. His duties can be
likened to those of a coach of a
team: He gives his students ideas
and guidance that they use when
working on their projects.
'Tm not an activist," Schultz
said: " I've never done anything
like this in my life. . .. This is
something never in my wildest
dreams [I would have thought]
would have happened with this
[project]."
Gartner and James said they are
proud of what Project Citizen is
teaching the students no matter
what its outcome.

a male
age were arrested for
simple battery on April 22 at
11:30 a.m. a.t Robert M orris
College. 401 S, State SL, when
an 'lt'g\lment broke out between
tt~e tl.lree offeog~rs and a 24·
18;yearof the <Jear-old female:· One of the .
1
lock of
Normal female offenders reportedly spit
• Three
men were Avenue was arre$ted and ta{(eo in tl.le victim's face and threat·
arrested for a simple assault that in(6 c ustody for marijuana pos- ened her with violence.
OCCilrrC<l on Aprl.l 2~ I!IJO ~.m. seSsion on AprillO 11t 10:35 a.m.
18th St. Police
in (milt of Caribou Conee. 800 I)Utside at 2
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lhe Auditorium Garage, in his rear pants poekeL
Ave.
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"[It] shows how powerful the
written word is," James said.
"We're not making news with violence. . . . The effort is the prize
right now."
Gartner said he's impressed
with and proud of how the students have approached the project
and selected a topic meaningful to
them.
"From September to now, you
have really seen a developm~nt [in
the students] ," Gartner said.
"Development in terms of thought
process."
He went on to say that Project
Citizen has taught the students that
they can make a difference and
influence public policy through
hard work.
While Schultz's students continue to lobby for support ,
Gartner said Byrd Academy's
faculty members are trying to
think "outside the box" for ways
to improve the learning environment.
They've floated the ideas of
matching grant money provided
by the Board of Education and
using Jenner Academy as an elementary school and Byrd

Photos by Carrie Bergagna/The Chronicle •
Byrd Academy Assistant
Principal Cheryl James
Academy as a middle school, he
said.
But, Gartner said, a new building is the ultimate goal.
"We hope the building will
become a reality," he said, " and
the dreams of the c hildren will
turn from dreams to what we can
see."
''The school's in shambles ,"
Schultz said, "but the people are
wonderful."
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Above: Richard E. Byrd Academy, 363 W. Hill St. From bottom left
to right: Lunch aides serve meals in the hallway; a teacher provides her students with soap before entering the restroom, due to
a lack of soap dispensers; Shaquise Davis, 12, points out a bullet
hole in a classroom window.
By Jeff Danna
City Beat Elitor

It's difficult to see it through the
school's foggy, plastic windows,
but there's a sign across the street
announcing the building of a new
Richard E. Byrd Community
Academy.
It's been there for six years.
Located in one of Chicago's
most desperate neighborhoods,
and sitting mere yards from the
Cabrini Green public housing
projects, Byrd Academy is an elementary school that has seen better days. The students, who come
from homes all around Chicago,
arrive at school each morning to,
among other things, broken thermostats, water-damaged ceilings
and lack of space to hold assemblies.
But Byrd 's cosmetics aren't the
onIy inconvenience for the school
at 363 W. Hill St. Shaquise Davis,
12, a fifth-grader at Byrd, said a
bullet hole in a classroom window
is a reminder of a misdirected gun~ hot fired from a nearby apartment
la~t year. Just this month, Shaquisc
~a id a ' hootout dose by forced the
\ tudenl\ to lie flat on the floor during a Saturday assembly.
When fifth grade teacher Hrian
Schultz gave his ~tudent ' an as•ignmcnt last Oeccmhcr to research an
i••ue important to them, he was
amazed when they di scu•.cd wckling iM•ue' concerning Byrd.

•
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A class of fifth-graders from
the area near Chicago's Cabrini Green
work together to lobby
for a new school

"They came up with 89 prob- student was killed by a stray bul- is unnecessary for Byrd to exist,
lems in one hour that affected let, Schultz said the Board of alternative plans would be sought
them and the community," Schultz Education's attention was directed . out, such as possibly including the
said. "And about 30 to 40 of them toward building a new Jenner current site of Byrd Academy in
had to do with their school. It was Academy, leaving Byrd on the improvements to Seward Park,
375 W. Elm St.
a really interesting dynamic dur- backbumer.
"We were all gung-ho about a
Giacomo Mancuso, director of
ing this brainstorming session."
That little project blossomed school demographics for the new school six years ago," said
into what's now known as Project Chicago Board of Education, said assistant principal Cheryl James.
Citizen, a multifaceted plan that the board members are still evalu- "But our enthusiasm waned when
outlines dozens of serious prob- ating whether or not a new Byrd the new school wasn't happening."
lems inside the 34-year-old Academy is needed.
Now, Schultz's fifth-graders
" It has to do with demographschool.
have taken the initiative to estabQuickly, Schultz said, the focus ics," Mancuso said.
Initially, Byrd and Jenner were lish an !!-point action plan that
shifted from narrow topics to the
larger issue of the school itself. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , included taking photographs of the
When the students began their "Little things, like soap in the school, making a video documenresearch on Byrd Academy, they
bathrooms, would be nice." tary and writing to local, state and
federal elected officials.
were surprised with what they
The students have received letfound.
- Brian Schultz, Byrd
Schultz said that about eight to Academy fifth-grade teacher ters of support from such highprofile officials as Vice President
nine years ago officials from the
Chicago Board of Education visit- included in the same plan, which Dick Cheney, U.S. Sen. Peter
ed Byrd to conduct a needs assess- called for the original Jenner Fitzgerald (R-111.), and Rep.
ment of the building and estimated Academy to be tom down, another William Delgado (D-Chicago).
Most recently, Independent
that approx imately $4 million school to be built in its place and a
would be needed to make new Byrd Academy to be con- presidential candidate Ralph
Nader said he' s backing of the stuimprovements for the school to structed next door, Mancuso said.
dents and their need for a new
A new Jenner Academyrun at minimum capacity.
Instead of providing the $4 mil- which Mancuso estimated cost building. Schultz presented Nader
lion, Schult z said Byrd's faculty between $ 16 mi llion and $ 17 mil- with the students' research followwas told they would have a new lion- opened in 2000. But ing his speech April 6 at
because the nu mber of students in Columbia.
building by 19CJ9.
Nader's April 2 1 posting of an
After the first round of fundi ng. Byrd's surrounding area is diminwhich included designating a new ishing. Mancuso said, it is possible article he wrote concerning the
lot for the sch<x>l, tragedy struck :1 that a new sc hool wi ll not be nec- problems ut Byrd Academy on the
website www.commondremns.org
neighboring
school,
Jen ner essary.
Academy of the Arts at 1009 N.
lie also said that if in fact Board gcncrnted a plethorn of e-mail
Cleveland Ave. When a Jenner of &lucation officials detem1ine it responses from people who wish

to support the students' cause.
In the years since Byrd
Academy's faculty members ftrst
expected a new building, Schultz
and principal Joseph Gartner said
they have received $178,000 from
the Board of Education, to fu the
building's roof.
The school has also received
several thousand dollars from private donors, Schultz.
Shaquise said that she and her
classmates surveyed the rest of the
school's students to determine
what part of the building is in the
worst shape. The students then
entered the data into a computer
program that produced charts and
graphs of their findings.
But while the absence of a
lunchroom (the students eat in the
hallway) and the dilapidated bathrooms (the stalls have no doors
and the sinks leak) rated the highest, there is certainly no lack of
other concerns, Shaquise said.
"I keep on seeing different
stuff," Shnquise said.
James said that the thennostats
in the classrooms don't work. and
the temperature in the building
fluctuates from room to roomsome rooms are too wnnn. and
others arc so cold the students
have to wear jackets.
"We come in here some days
(and] you can hear windows rnt-
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